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Abstract 
 

Population and Community Dynamics of Alpine Plants in a Changing Climate Across 
Topographically Heterogeneous Landscapes  

 
by 
 

Meagan F. Oldfather 
 

Doctor of Philosophy, Integrative Biology  
 

University of California, Berkeley  
 

Professor David D. Ackerly, Chair 
 
 

Understanding how species and communities shift locally and regionally poses a great challenge 
as we manage for resilience in the face of a changing climate. Shifts in species distributions are 
expected to be one of the largest biological effects of climate change and alpine plants are 
considered early indicators of these biographic responses. However, in montane systems, highly 
heterogeneous terrain results in a decoupling of climatic gradients complicating straightforward 
expectations of polar or upslope distributional shifts of plants in response to warmer, drier 
conditions. Species range shifts will be driven by how these interlaced climate gradients shape 
current and future population performance across species ranges. This work examines how the 
differential responses of life history transitions that shape population performance (demographic 
rates) may mediate range shifts in a changing climate across topographically heterogeneous 
landscapes. 
 
The focal species for this work is Ivesia lycopodioides A. Gray var. scandularis (Rydb.) Ertter & 
Reveal (Rosaceae), an iteroparous alpine plant with an approximate 20-year lifespan. I first 
explored the importance of multiple microclimatic gradients in shaping individual demographic 
rates and population growth rate in sixteen populations across the elevational distribution of this 
species in the xeric White Mountains, CA USA. I found that multiple microclimate gradients 
drove variation in demographic rates across this species range, and that complementary and 
compensatory relationships between demographic rates lead to stable range-wide population 
growth through multiple demographic pathways. This work motivated a range-wide multi-year 
field experiment manipulating summertime temperature and precipitation in nine of the study 
populations to investigate the degree to which climate change may perturb this population 
stability.  
 
Building integral projection modeling based on experimental demographic data, I found a 
negative effect of experimentally increased summertime temperature on population growth rate 
in all populations across this species range. This universal reduction is population growth in both 
trailing and leading range edge populations was due to size-dependent and variable relationships 
between the climate manipulation and demographic rates, and lead to predictions of population 
contractions at mid elevations of the species range. These results highlight that differential and 
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size-dependent responses of life history transitions to changing climate influence the rate and 
magnitude of species range shifts and can lead to unexpected shifts. 
 
In order to place the experimental responses of the focal species in a community context, I 
quantified shifts in abundances for the entire alpine plant community under manipulated climatic 
conditions. Under experimentally warmer conditions, I observed an increase of hot, dry adapted 
species relative to their surrounding community members and this effect was not ameliorated by 
experimental additions of summertime precipitation. Concordantly, I found that overall plant 
abundance increased and species richness decreased with experimental heating. Together, these 
results indicate that, with warmer conditions, the White Mountain alpine zone will comprise less 
diverse plant communities dominated by species associated with hotter, drier conditions.     
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Shifts in species ranges are one of the major biological effects of climate change with 

impacts on biodiversity, ecosystem services, and human health (Bellard et al. 2012; Pecl et al. 
2017). Predicting a shift in a species range requires an understanding of the fundamental 
mechanisms underlying biogeographic patterns. There is strong theoretical background for the 
ecological and evolutionary drivers that dynamically shape species distributions, but this theory 
is challenging to test in natural systems (Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997; Holt 2003; Sexton et al. 
2009). Dispersal, demography, local adaptation, physical limitations, biotic interactions, as well 
as spatial and temporal variability in climate all may interact to shape a species’ current range 
(Pulliam 2000; Holt 2003; Sexton et al. 2009). Species range shifts in response to climate change 
have been highly variable (Lenoir & Svenning 2014); simple predictions of polar or upslope 
movement are complicated by the importance of multiple climate variables, life stage-dependent 
responses to climate, and species interactions (Doak & Morris 2010; Gilman et al. 2010; 
Rapacciuolo et al. 2014). Quantifying demographic patterns across species ranges in relation to 
the range-wide structure of climatic variation will improve our understanding of the species 
niche, the relationship between the niche and the species range, and the stability and dynamics of 
species ranges in response to a changing climate (MacArthur 1972; Angert 2009; Ehrlen & 
Morris 2015; Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016).  

Specifically, understanding the abiotic requirements for each demographic rate (e.g., 
reproduction, survival, growth) and how those rates coalesce to shape performance in 
populations across a species range will refine range shift predictions (Villellas et al. 2015; 
Pironon et al. 2017). For a change in climate to drive a range shift, the amount of change in 
climate a population experiences must have an effect on demographic rate(s) that ultimately has 
a large enough effect on the population growth rate to change the population trajectory toward 
expansion or contraction (Normand et al. 2014; Mclean et al. 2016). Many studies have 
experimentally modified the temperature and moisture availability and document responses in 
plant physiology, components of the species life-history, and community processes (Walker et 
al. 2006; Zhuoting et al. 2011; Franklin et al. 2016; Winkler, Chapin & Kueppers 2016a; 
Kueppers et al. 2017). However, few studies have examined responses to experimentally 
manipulated conditions across a species entire range (Buizer et al. 2012), and no study to our 
knowledge has investigated responses of all demographic rates to climate manipulations in 
unison across a species entire range.  

Montane systems provide important early indicators of plant community responses to 
changing climate (Körner 2003; Grabherr, Gottfried & Pauli 2010; Rixen & Wipf 2017; 
Steinbauer et al. 2018). Climate warming is more pronounced at higher elevations (Pepin et al. 
2015), and exposure to climate change is exacerbated in xeric mountain ranges due to shifts from 
snow-dominated to rain-dominated precipitation. Due to the heterogeneous terrain in mountains, 
a decoupling of climatic gradients and the elevational gradient is likely across the range of alpine 
plants (Geiger, Aron & Todhunter 2009). Steep changes in aspect, slope, and exposure can cause 
large variation in the climate experienced by alpine plants over short spatial scales (Isard 1986; 
Körner 2003; Lenoir et al. 2013; Ashcroft & Gollan 2013). Studies of alpine plant responses to 
climate change have predominantly focused on temperature-limited systems (Körner 2003; 
Gottfried et al. 2012); however, mountain ranges in semi-arid regions, such as western North 
America, where temperature and moisture both play strong roles in the determination of the 
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distribution of alpine communities, require more research (Isard 1986; Cavieres et al. 2006; 
Lesica & Crone 2016; Winkler et al. 2016a). 

This dissertation research was conducted in the White Mountains (California, USA), a 
semi-arid mountain range which has experienced marked shifts toward hotter, drier conditions 
with 20th century climate change (Rundel, Gibson & Sharifi 2008; Kopp & Cleland 2014; 
Rapacciuolo et al. 2014). The focal species, Ivesia lycopodioides A. Gray var. scandularis 
(Rydb.) Ertter & Reveal (Rosaceae) is a long-lived alpine plant (approximate 20-year lifespan) 
with a basal rosette of lycopod-like leaves and sensitivity to both temperature and moisture 
gradients (Pollak 1997). In this study, I bring together temporally and spatially replicated 
demography, community, and microclimatic data across the range of this alpine plant to explore 
how a demographic approach can refine range shift predictions in heterogeneous landscapes. By 
combining a field experiment manipulating summertime temperature and moisture with 
population modeling, I incorporated empirically verified responses of demographic rates to 
changing conditions into model projections of future population dynamics (Gotelli & Ellison 
2006; Ehrlen & Morris 2015). Lastly, the responses of my focal species to the manipulations 
were placed in a community-context by examining the alpine plant community responses to the 
experimentally warmed conditions.  

I performed demographic surveys in sixteen populations spanning the entirety of the focal 
species elevational range in the White Mountains in the 2014 - 2017 growing seasons. Following 
over 4,000 individuals across all populations, I quantified all demographic rates over three 
annual transitions. In each population, I also evaluated fine-scale climate conditions across all 
study years using temperature data loggers and biweekly soil moisture measurements. In the 
summers of 2015, 2016, 2017, I implemented a fully-factorial field experiment manipulating 
summertime temperature and precipitation in a representative subset of nine populations. The 
demographic, microclimatic, and community responses to these manipulations were quantified to 
assess how the flora of the White Mountains may respond to changing climate. I used integral 
projection models to examine the influence of fine-scale microclimatic gradients on range-wide 
population stability and the influence of climate manipulations on population performance across 
these microclimatic gradients. Integral projection modeling places size-dependent individual 
performance in the context of population dynamics, enabling prediction of shifts in species 
distributions through population expansion and contraction with changes in suitability across the 
species range (Diez et al. 2014; Aikens & Roach 2014; Pironon et al. 2017).    

First, I found highly variable responses of the demographic rates to the multiple 
microclimatic gradients across the focal species range. Bringing together all of these responses of 
the individual demographic rates, I found that population growth rate was consistently stable or 
slightly increasing across this species entire range. Although current range shift predictions often 
assume a single response of a species’ fitness to variation in climate, these results join a growing 
literature that suggests that the direction and magnitude of responses to climatic gradients is not 
consistent across demographic rates (Doak & Morris 2010; Dalgleish et al. 2011; Compagnoni et 
al. 2016). This mosaic of demographic responses to spatio-temporal variation in multivariate 
microclimate suggests that populations behave idiosyncratically across a species range and that 
there may be multiple demographic pathways to population stability (Csergő et al. 2017). The 
climate manipulations allowed me to investigate how changing climate may impact this range-
wide population stability. I found a negative effect of experimentally increased summertime 
temperature on population growth rate in all populations across this species range, and no 
amelioration of this negative effect with experimentally increased summertime precipitation. The 
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multiple demographic pathways that led to stability also had unique vulnerabilities to changing 
climate driving this universal reduction. These unique vulnerabilities were shaped by 1) size-
mediated and variable relationships between the climate manipulations and demographic 
components, 2) changes in the effects of the climate manipulations across climate gradients for 
each demographic component, and 3) spatial variation in proportional influence of each 
demographic rate across the species range. The alpine plant community also shows sensitivity to 
changing climate conditions; under experimentally warmer conditions, I observed increased 
abundance of the hottest, driest adapted species, an increase in overall abundance, and a decrease 
in species richness 

Understanding spatial variation in demographic rates and its role in governing species 
range limits is a fundamental question in population ecology (MacArthur 1972; Sutherland et al. 
2013). Range shifts will occur through population establishment and population extinction, and 
therefore quantifying population dynamics in relation to climate across a species range will aid in 
refining range shift predictions with a changing climate (Halbritter et al. 2015; Mclean et al. 
2016). My results indicate that care needs to be taken when predicting and quantifying range 
shifts when there is a decoupling of geography and climate gradients at the scale important for 
populations dynamics. Further, range shifts studies need to consider the potential for life-history 
components to interact with changing climatic conditions in different ways (Doak & Morris 
2010; Csergő et al. 2017; Pironon et al. 2017). These differences in responses of germination, 
growth, survival to a changing climate also influence community dynamics with growth of 
warm-adapted species occurring prior to mortality of cool-adapted species (Alexander et al. 
2017). This work suggests that for long-lived species with ranges in heterogeneous landscapes, 
we should not assume that presence or abundance is a useful proxy for population performance 
and vulnerability to a changing climate across species ranges.
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CHAPTER 1: MICROCLIMATE AND DEMOGRAPHY INTERACT TO SHAPE STABLE 
POPULATION DYNAMICS ACROSS THE RANGE OF AN ALPINE PLANT 
 
ABSTRACT 
Highly heterogeneous terrain in montane systems results in a decoupling of climatic gradients 
across the range of alpine plants and these complex relationships between multiple climate 
variables and demographic rates shape population dynamics across species ranges. Linking 
demography and climate across species ranges will refine the underlying mechanisms of species 
current ranges and enhance predictions of range shifts with climate change through population 
extinction and establishment. I explored the importance of multiple microclimatic gradients in 
shaping individual demographic rates, as well as population growth rate, across the elevational 
distribution of an alpine plant (Ivesia lycopodioides var. scandularis) in the White Mountains, 
CA USA. I ask how each rate varies across three microclimate gradients: accumulated degree-
days, growing season soil moisture, and days of snow-cover using both mixed effects models and 
integral projection modeling. Variation in all demographic rates was best explained by a 
combination of multiple microclimatic variables shaped by fine-scale topography. Demographic 
rates exhibited both complimentary and contrasting responses to the same microclimatic gradient 
and the relative importance of each microclimate gradient varied, most often through interactions 
with plant size. These variable relationships resulting in invariant population persistence across 
this species range, with no relationship between population growth and any of the microclimate 
variables. The manifold relationships between topography, microclimate and demography 
suggest that populations across a species range have unique demographic pathways to stable 
population dynamics.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Shifts in species ranges with a changing climate are expected to have broad impacts on 

biodiversity, biome integrity, and ecosystem services (Bellard et al. 2012; Pecl et al. 2017). 
Predicting these shifts in a species’ distribution requires an understanding of the fundamental 
mechanisms underlying biogeographic patterns. Theory suggests that with rising temperatures 
species will move pole-ward and to higher elevations, but cross-taxon observations show diverse 
responses to changing climatic conditions (e.g., stationary range, downward shifts, topographic 
shifts) (Doak & Morris 2010; Chen et al. 2011; Crimmins et al. 2011; Rapacciuolo et al. 2014). 
Range shifts will occur with local population extinction and establishment as species track 
suitable climatic conditions and mechanistically linking population dynamics and climate across 
species ranges will refine range shift predictions (Gaston 2009; Buckley et al. 2010b). 
Specifically, understanding the relationship between individual-based demographic rates and 
local climate variables, and the range-wide structure of microclimatic variation, will provide a 
more complete understanding of the processes that set current and future range limits (Pulliam 
2000; Ehrlen & Morris 2015).  

Dispersal, demography, local adaptation, physiological limitations, and biotic 
interactions, as well as spatial and temporal variability in climate, can all interact to shape a 
species range (MacArthur 1972; Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997; Pulliam 2000; Holt 2003). 
Although the rate and magnitude of range shifts will depend on the interactions between these 
physical, ecological, and evolutionary processes, climate acts on the species range at the scale of 
the population (Sexton et al. 2009; Tredennick, Hooten & Adler 2016). Range shifts will only 
occur with a change in climate if it influences population dynamics, be it through phenology, 
physiology, or behavior (Mclean et al. 2016). Differential population responses across the 
species range will drive spatially dependent changes in the probability of establishment and 
extirpation as climatic suitability changes. Demography (e.g., germination, growth, fecundity, 
survival) places individual performance in the context of population dynamics, allowing for 
prediction of potential shifts in species distributions through population expansion and 
contraction (Gaston 2009; Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016).  

Studies of range shifts are often framed as how range center or range edge populations 
will respond to changing climate (Hampe & Petit 2005; Lenoir et al. 2008; Sexton, Strauss & 
Rice 2011).  In addition, range shift responses are often quantified along geographic gradients 
such as latitude or elevation which are assumed to be correlated with climate variables: i.e. 
populations at southern/northern latitudinal or lower/upper elevational limits of a species range 
will represent climatic edges where impacts of climate change will be most evident (Lenoir & 
Svenning 2014; Rapacciuolo et al. 2014; Halbritter et al. 2015). However, topo- and micro-
climate have been shown to be important for population, species, and community level response 
to changes in climate (Harrison, Damschen & Grace 2010; Scherrer & Korner 2011; Millar et al. 
2015; Oldfather et al. 2016). The use of climate data at a scale that incorporates topo- and micro- 
climatic variables relative to coarser climate data can dramatically change predictions of habitat 
suitability across species ranges (Franklin et al. 2013; Potter, Arthur Woods & Pincebourde 
2013). Others have shown that demographic rates respond to climatic gradients rather than 
geographic gradients, per se (Villellas, Morris & Garcia 2013; Pironon et al. 2016). If local 
climate conditions are variable across geographic edge sites, or vary orthogonally to the 
elevational or latitudinal gradient, then populations at range edges may not respond 
demographically to changing conditions in the same way (Aikens & Roach 2014; Dallas, Decker 
& Hastings 2017).  
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Alpine plants have been identified as harbingers of the biogeographic impacts of a 
changing climate (Gottfried et al. 2012; Lesica & Crone 2016).  Due to the heterogeneous terrain 
in mountains, a decoupling of climatic gradients and the elevational gradient is likely across the 
range of alpine plants (Geiger et al. 2009). Steep changes in aspect, slope, and exposure can 
cause large variation in the climate experienced by alpine plants over short spatial scales (Isard 
1986; Körner 2003; Lenoir et al. 2013; Ashcroft & Gollan 2013). These small-scale topographic 
gradients have been shown to be important for alpine plant physiology and water relations 
(Oberbauer & Billings 1981; Sage & Sage 2002), phenology (Galen & Stanton 1991; Walker, 
Ingersoll & Webber 1995), nitrogen cycling (Fisk, Schmidt & Seastedt 1998), local distributions 
(Bell & Bliss 1979; Scherrer & Korner 2011), species richness (Stanton, Rejmánek & Galen 
1994), and demographic rates of alpine plants (Forbis 2003). Thus, our ability to use alpine plant 
range shifts as an early warning sign of biotic impacts of climate change requires an 
understanding of the effects of fine-scale climate across the species range. 

Demographic rates may be sensitive to multiple climate variables that vary across these 
topographic gradients (Buckley et al. 2010a; Ettinger, Ford & Hille Ris Lambers 2011). In alpine 
systems, demography may respond to growing degree days, season length, mean temperature, 
maximum temperature, nutrient availability, soil moisture decay rate, days of snow cover, and 
number of snow-free days over the winter (Körner 2003; Barrett et al. 2015; Winkler et al. 
2016a). The variability in these climatic factors may also influence demographic responses 
(Boyce et al. 2006; Lawson et al. 2015) and the same climate variable may have multiple direct 
and indirect effects on population dynamics (Boggs & Inouye 2012). Different demographic 
rates may also exhibit different levels of sensitivity to climate variables, and interactions between 
climate variables may influence these responses (Dalgleish et al. 2011; Adler, Dalgleish & Ellner 
2012; Diez et al. 2014). Further, demographic rates may respond in different, even inverse, ways 
across microclimatic gradients leading to compensatory relationships that stabilize range-wide 
population growth (Doak & Morris 2010; Dalgleish et al. 2011; Villellas et al. 2015; 
Compagnoni et al. 2016). Integration of both local population-level demography data and 
climate data across a species range is necessary to determine the overall effect of these multiple 
relationships and predict changes in species abundance and distributions in response to climate 
change (Sagarin, Gaines & Gaylord 2006; Gerst, Angert & Venable 2011; Ehrlen & Morris 
2015). 

In this study, I explored the role of microclimatic gradients in shaping population 
dynamics across the entire range of an alpine plant species. I focused on how the demographic 
rates, and population growth rate, vary across the species range as a function of field-measured 
temperature, soil moisture, and snow-pack, and investigated the topographic determinants of 
these microclimate conditions. With this range-wide demographic analysis, I hypothesize that 
demographic rates will be responsive to multiple microclimatic gradients shaped by topography. 
To understand the role of microclimate in range-wide demography more fully, I examine 
whether demographic rates exhibit responses to all, or a subset of, microclimatic conditions and 
ask whether demographic rates have similar or inverse responses to the same microclimate 
gradient. Finally, I examined how the responses of each demographic rate coalesced into 
population growth rate across microclimate gradients. Depending on whether relationships 
among demographic rates are largely complimentary or compensatory, I predict that either 
population growth will vary across multiple microclimatic gradients, or alternatively, that there 
will be minimal response of population growth to microclimatic gradients across this alpine plant 
species range.  
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MATERIALS & METHODS 
Study System  

The focal species for this work is Ivesia lycopodioides A. Gray var. scandularis (Rydb.) 
Ertter & Reveal (Rosaceae), an iteroparous alpine plant with an approximate 20-year lifespan 
and a basal rosette of pinnate-compound lycopod-like leaves (Pollak 1997). This variety is found 
in the xeric White Mountains in eastern California. The White Mountain range, located in the 
rain-shadow of the Sierra Nevada, California has considerably less precipitation, even at high 
elevations, relative to global alpine areas (Körner 2003; Rundel, Gibson & Sharifi 2005). 
Populations of I. lycopodioides are found on granitic soils and are associated with areas of high 
soil moisture in the region (Ertter 1989; Pollak 1997). I surveyed sixteen I. lycopodioides 
populations spanning the entirety of the species elevational range in the White Mountains in the 
2014 - 2017 growing seasons (Figure 1). These surveyed populations encompass the highest and 
lowest elevations of the species range, as well as intermediate elevations, and spanned 3460 m to 
4033 m. I defined three I. lycopodioides’ range positions: lower elevation zone (<3600 m; with 
five populations), range center zone (3600 – 3900m; with seven populations), and upper 
elevation zone (>3900m; with four populations). In each population, I established three to ten, 30 
x 30 cm plots (N = 81 total) with plots placed at least 2 m apart (Table 1).  In every plot, all 
individual I. lycopodioides were marked with a unique combination of within plot coordinates 
and colored pins for re-identification across seasons. Seedlings that emerged after the initial plot 
establishment were individually marked annually. Across all populations, I measured a total of 
1,809 (2014), 1,937 (2015), 2,525 (2016) and 3,397 (2017) individuals. 

For each marked individual, the following measurements were taken between July 10th 
and July 26th annually: number of rosettes, number of leaves, number of flowering stalks and the 
length of the longest leaf (Figure 1). For each population, I calculated emergence rate (number of 
new seedlings at time t per plot), individual growth rate (number of leaves at time t+1 – number 
of leaves at time t), reproduction rate (number of flowering stalks at time t), and survival rate 
(dead or alive at time t +1). Plant size is correlated with demographic rates for this species 
(Pollak 1997), so each demographic rate was calculated as dependent on individual size (number 
of leaves per individual).  

 
Microclimatic Conditions  

To quantify the climatic conditions across this species range, I focused on three 
microclimate metrics shown in other studies to be ecologically important for alpine plant 
systems: accumulated degree-days, mean growing season soil moisture, and days of snow cover 
(Körner 2003; Winkler et al. 2016a). Soil temperature measurements were taken every three or 
four hours throughout the year from September 2014 to August 2017 with iButton Thermochrons 
in each plot (Maxim, San Jose USA). The ibuttons were put in film canisters and buried just 
under the surface (2cm) to avoid radiation-induced temperature increases and to measure 
microclimatic conditions relevant to our focal species. Previous work has shown that alpine plant 
responses to soil versus air temperature measurements are similar (Barrett et al. 2015), however 
the apical meristem of our focal species is contractile and sits at or just below the soil making 
soil measurements potentially more relevant (Pollak 1997; Körner 2003). Soil moisture 
measurements were taken at a depth of 12cm in each plot approximately every 2.5 weeks during 
the 2014-2017 growing seasons (June – September) with a Hydrosense TDR (Campbell 
Scientific, Logan USA). Mean accumulated degree-days were calculated for each plot as the sum 
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of mean daily soil temperatures for days above 0°C within the summer growing season (May – 
August). Temperature data were also used to estimate duration of snow cover, as the insulating 
effect of snowpack creates a distinctive thermal signature in winter (Harte & Shaw 1995). Days 
of snow cover was calculated for each plot as the number of days between October and June with 
less than 0.5°C diel variability (Harte and Shaw 1995). Mean soil moisture measurements were 
calculated as the average across the entire growing season for each plot. Mean differences 
between sites and years for each microclimate variables were determined using Tukey’s Honest 
Significant Difference tests. 

I examined the relationship between these field-measured microclimatic metrics and 
topographic features. Elevation, slope, northness (the cosine of aspect) and topographic position 
index (TPI; difference in elevation between the site and a surrounding neighborhood radius of 50 
m) were extracted from a 10m digital elevation model of the White Mountains (Hijmans, Etten & 
Mattiuzzi 2015). North-facing aspects are predicted to be cooler than southern slopes (Geiger et 
al. 2009). At large scales, high elevation is correlated with lower temperatures, but low-elevation 
drainages in complex terrain can also have cooler minimum temperatures due to cold-air pooling 
(Fridley 2009).  TPI can provide an assessment of topography conducive to cold-air pooling 
across the landscape (Dobrowski 2011). I examined this microclimate-topography relationship 
using a mixed effects model framework; for each microclimatic metric, a model was built with 
elevation, slope, northness, and TPI as fixed effects, and population and year as random 
intercepts (n = 16). I confirmed the model assumption of no residual spatial autocorrelation using 
Moran’s I. 

  
Demographic Rate Variation  

To address our questions concerning the importance of multiple microclimate variables 
for demographic rates across a species range, I built generalized mixed effects models with the 
associated error structure for the following demographic rates: number of new recruits (Negative 
binomial), individual growth (Gaussian), number of flowering stalks (Poisson), and probability 
of survival (Binomial). Models for all demographic rates except emergence included the effect of 
individual size (measured as the number of leaves at time t) as a continuous predictor variable. 
For each demographic rate, I built a full model that included accumulated degree-days, mean soil 
moisture, and days of snow cover as both linear and quadratic predictors, as well as an 
interaction between individual size and each linear variable. For all demographic rate models, 
except emergence, random intercepts for year, population, and plot nested within population 
were included. The model for emergence had no random effect of plot because the number of 
new seedlings was quantified at the plot scale. All predictor variables were scaled and centered 
prior to being included in the models. The best model fit was determined using AICc; simpler 
models with comparable AICc values were selected (Table 2 – Table 5). AICc is a corrected 
estimator of model fit that has greater penalty for parameter number and may reduce overfitting 
(Hurvich & Tsai 1991). The significance of each fixed effect in the best model was tested using 
likelihood ratio tests on nested models. All analyses were performed in R 3.3.3 (R Core Team 
2017). The models were fit using the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2013). The variance explained 
(pseudo-R2) by the fixed effects for each model was determined using the MuMin package 
(Nakagawa & Schielzeth 2013).       
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Range-wide Population Growth  
For each of the sixteen populations, a separate integral projection model (IPM) was built 

to determine population growth rates across this species range. An IPM is a generalization of the 
matrix projection model allowing for a continuous stage-structure (Easterling, Ellner & Dixon 
2000; Ramula, Rees & Buckley 2009; Ellner, Childs & Rees 2016). The probability of survival, 
reproduction, and growth were determined using generalized mixed effects models parametrized 
from data across all populations and years. Each of the models used to estimate the probabilities 
of survival (Binomial), reproduction (Poisson), and growth (Gaussian) included size as a fixed 
effect and random intercepts of population, plot, and year. The growth and reproduction models 
also included random intercepts of individual and random slopes of size within population. The 
random effect structure was determined with AICc. The effect of size, site, and size by 
population interactions were extracted from each of these regressions to estimate probabilities 
used in the IPM kernel estimates of growth, reproduction and survival. Establishment probability 
was determined as seed availability in a population at time t divided by the number of new 
recruits at time t+1. The size estimates for seedling recruits (mean =1.67 leaves, sd = 0.8 leaves) 
and viable seed production per flowering stalk (15 seeds/stalk) were assumed to be constant 
across populations and years. The model was integrated over 0.9 times the minimum plant size 
and 1.1 times the maximum plant size of each population to allow for realistic plant sizes that 
were not observed, and 100 mesh points were used (Easterling et al. 2000; Ellner et al. 2016). 
All population modeling was performed in R 3.3.3 (R Core Team 2017) and was based on 
previously published code for the modeling of perennial plant populations (Merow et al. 2014). I 
calculated 95% confidence intervals for population growth for each population by bootstrapping 
the data 2,000 times keeping the total number of observation within each population constant.   
 
RESULTS 
Microclimatic Conditions  

Between 2014 and 2017 I observed large variation in all three microclimatic conditions, 
decoupling the variables both spatially and temporally (Figure 2). Snowpack was much more 
persistent in spring 2017 relative to the drought years of 2014 (F = 16.57, p = 0.04/0.02) and 
2015 (p < 0.001). However, for both soil moisture and accumulated degree-days there was no 
clear effect of year on microclimate conditions due to the idiosyncratic responses of each site to 
annual environmental stochasticity. The minima and maxima of the microclimatic conditions for 
each variable occurred in a different population across the elevation gradient each year, and 
occurred in locations that spanned the entire elevational gradient (Figure 2). Topography shaped 
the microclimatic conditions in the populations. Accumulated degree-days increased with slope, 
with warmer sites on steeper slopes (Table 6). Soil moisture increased with northness and 
decreased with elevation indicating that population at higher elevation, north-facing slopes were 
wetter throughout the growing season (Table 6). Days of snow cover had no relationships with 
any of the topographic metrics (Table 6).  
 
Demographic Rate Variation  
 Average density per population across years ranged from approximately 160 individuals 
per m2 to 944 individuals per m2 (Table 1). Density decreased across the altitudinal gradient 
(estimate = -0.76, p = 0.005, R2 = 0.40,) with denser population at the species lower edge.  
Density increased with both mean soil moisture (estimate = 15.68, p = 0.002, R2 = 0.49) and days 
of snow-cover (estimate = 3.1, p = 0.011, 1R2 = 0.38). Wetter sites with more persistent 
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snowpack had denser populations. Mean size of individuals responded to the gradients in the 
opposite way, increasing with elevation (estimate = 0.02, p = 0.008, R2 = 0.36) and decreasing 
across soil moisture (estimate = -0.46, p = 0.013, R2 = 0.32) and snow-covered gradients 
(estimate = -0.1, p = 0.014, R2 = 0.31). Denser populations consistently had smaller individuals 
(estimate = -0.02, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.58). 

For emergence (number of seedlings that germinated each season) a model including all 
microclimate variables, either as linear or quadratic effects, was the best fit (marginal R2 = 0.36; 
Table 2). Mean soil moisture had a positive linear effect on the number of new seedlings 
(estimate = 1.12, p < 0.001) with much higher emergence in wetter sites (Figure 3A). The 
quadratic of accumulated degree-days (estimate = -0.41, p = 0.012) was also a significant 
predictor of emergence rates. More seedlings emerged at intermediate levels of degree-days 
(Figure 3A). Days of snow-cover was also included in the best fit model, but only had a non-
significant linear negative effect on the number of germinating seedlings each season.    
   Growth rate (change in leaf number across growing seasons) was influenced by 
microclimate directly and by an interaction between microclimate and individual size (marginal 
R2 = 0.11; Table 3). Size at time t had a negative effect with smaller individuals growing more 
and/or losing fewer leaves across seasons (estimate = -0.59, p < 0.001). Degree-days had an 
overall negative effect on growth rate (linear estimate = -1.32, p < 0.001; quadratic estimate = 
0.74, p < 0.001) across all sizes (Figure 3B). The number of days with persistent snow also 
decreased individual growth (estimate = -0.91, p = 0.002), and this effect was greatest for the 
largest individuals (estimate = -0.66, p < 0.001) (Figure 3B). A positive interaction between size 
and the mean soil moisture was also significant (estimate = 1.40, p < 0.001), indicating more 
growth for large individuals in wetter sites (Figure 3B).    

For reproductive output (number of flowering stalks per individual) a model with soil 
moisture as a linear and quadratic predictor, as well as with size by microclimate interactions for 
all three microclimate variables was supported (marginal R2 = 0.19; Table 4). Mean soil moisture 
had a negative linear effect (estimate = -0.12, p = 0.032) with individuals having fewer flowering 
stalks in wetter sites. However, in the very wettest sites, the magnitude of reproduction again 
increased due to a positive quadratic effect of soil moisture (estimate = 0.12, p = 0.008) (Figure 
3C).  Larger individuals across all environmental conditions had more inflorescences per 
individual (estimate = 0.299, p = < 0.001). However, the effect of individual size varied across 
microclimatic gradients with larger individuals flowering more in wetter sites (estimate = 0.09, p 
< 0.001) and in sites with more snow-cover (estimate = 0.02, p = 0.007), but flowering less in 
warmer sites (estimate = 0.04, p < 0.001) (Figure 3C).  

Probability of survival was also influenced by all three microclimate variables, however 
very little variation in survival was explained (marginal R2 = 0.02; Table 5). Smaller individuals 
had much higher mortality rates with a significant positive effect of size at time t on survival 
(estimate = 4.58, p < 0.001). The quadratic of degree-days had a negative effect on survival 
probability with lower survival rates in both the coolest and warmest populations (estimate = -
0.43, p = 0.019) (Figure 3D). In contrast, both mean soil moisture and number of snow-covered 
days decreased survival rates with higher mortality in the wettest and snowiest sites for the 
average sized individual (Figure 3D). There was also significant negative interaction between 
size and mean soil moisture (estimate = -1.46, p < 0.001), as well as size and number of snow-
covered days (estimate = -1.41, p = 0.003) (Figure 3d). The survival rates of larger individuals 
were less influenced by the microclimatic conditions, and in the wettest sites there is some 
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evidence that what may be a favorable site for survival of small individuals is unfavorable for 
large individual survival.  
 
Range-wide Population Growth  

Across the sixteen populations, population growth rate (l) ranged from 0.99 - 1.72, 
indicating stable or increasing populations across this species entire range. The 95% confidence 
intervals of six of the population across this species range included population growth rate of 
one. Population growth rate did not change predictably across the elevational gradient of the 
species range (Figure 4).  Further, no significant relationships between population growth and 
any microclimate conditions were found (Figure 4).  

 
DISCUSSION 

Microclimate was an important driver of all demographic rates across the entire 
elevational range of the long-lived alpine plant I. lycopodioides. These relationships led to large 
variations in observed demographic rates within the same range position (i.e., elevation band). 
Although all demographic rates were sensitive to microclimatic gradients, the relative 
importance of the microclimate variables differed among demographic rates. Some demographic 
rates were influenced by microclimate directly while other rates were only sensitive to 
microclimatic conditions through interactions with individual size. Each demographic rate also 
showed dissimilar responses, in both direction and magnitude, to the same microclimatic 
gradient. Bringing together all of these responses of the individual demographic rates with 
population modeling, I found that population growth rate was consistently stable or slightly 
increasing across this species entire range. There was no pattern of population growth across any 
of the microclimate variables, despite the influence of microclimate on the demographic rates. 
This latter result suggests compensatory relationships between demographic rates are stabilizing 
population growth across these gradients. These complex relationships between topography, 
microclimate and individual demographic rates across a species range have important 
implications for the quantification and prediction of range shifts across geographic and climatic 
space with a changing climate.  

The distinction between geographic and climatic space across a species range becomes 
necessary in heterogeneous landscapes where climatic dissimilarity is not parallel to physical 
distance between populations (Pironon et al. 2016). While there were general trends towards 
cooler, drier conditions at higher elevations, annual measured microclimate variables were not all 
strongly correlated with the elevational gradient of the species range. Instead, slope and aspect 
shaped the microclimatic conditions experience by each population. Therefore the geographic 
edge (in terms of elevation or latitude) may not be the edge of climatic conditions considered 
suitable for the species (Sagarin et al. 2006; Hargreaves, Samis & Eckert 2014; Pironon et al. 
2015; Chardon et al. 2015). Environmental variables may be correlated across elevational 
gradients for some species ranges, but in the alpine fellfields fine-scale topography creates 
substantial amount of environmental variation across small spatial extents (Scherrer & Korner 
2011). Furthermore, the relationship between topography and microclimate conditions also 
varied across years, and I observed the maxima and minima of the microclimate variables in 
different parts of the species range depending on the variable and year. For example, in years 
with less snow, higher elevations melted the latest, but after the 2017 above-average snow year, 
populations in the center of this species range were the last to melt out. This results indicates that 
making predictions for edge vs. center populations or across elevation gradients misses important 
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nuances and may lead to erroneous assumptions about a species’ biogeographic sensitivity to 
climate change (Pironon et al. 2015). If a species does not respond at the range edge, this may 
not indicate lack of sensitivity, but instead be due to these edge populations not being at the 
climatic edges of the species distribution. 

The concept of the climatic edge of a species range is complicated by the inclusion and 
importance of multiple climate variables that may not respond to topography in the same way. 
There has also been increasing recognition that these multiple climatic variables have 
simultaneous and interactive effects on plant phenology, distributions, and community dynamics 
(Rapacciuolo et al. 2014; Harsch & Hille Ris Lambers 2016). I found that all demographic rates 
responded to multiple microclimatic variables, but with different patterns and magnitudes. 
Emergence of new seedlings was strongly influenced by soil moisture, but responded weakly to 
accumulated degree-days and days of snow cover. In contrast, individual growth showed a 
similar response to all three microclimatic variables. Significant size-by-microclimate 
interactions were common, indicating that the effect of microclimate varies for even a single 
demographic rate depending on individual size. For example, more persistent snowpack had a 
considerable negative effect on survival for the average sized individual, but a negligible effect 
on the largest individuals. These unique combinations of responses to climate for each 
demographic rate pose a potential difficulty in predicting species responses to climate change 
(Ettinger & Hille Ris Lambers 2013), where measuring all demographic rates across a range of 
individual sizes is necessary for range shift predictions.  

The overall population response across a species range is moderated by the individualistic 
response of each demographic rate to each microclimatic variable (Jongejans & De Kroon 2005). 
Overall, I did not find similar responses of the demographic rates to the microclimatic gradients. 
For a single microclimate gradient, the demographic rates had very different responses. Soil 
moisture had a positive effect on emergence of new recruits, but a negative effect on the number 
of flowering stalks for larger individuals. New recruitment was highest at intermediate levels of 
snow cover and degree-day accumulation, however individual growth was lowest at sites with 
the most accumulated degree-days. Survival across this species range presents an interesting case 
where wetter sites have less mortality for smaller individuals, but higher mortality for larger 
individuals. Although current range shift predictions often assume a single response of a species’ 
fitness to variation in climate, these results join a growing literature that suggests that the 
direction and magnitude of responses to climatic gradients is not consistent across demographic 
rates (Doak & Morris 2010; Dalgleish et al. 2011; Compagnoni et al. 2016). A mosaic of 
demographic responses to spatio-temporal variation in multivariate microclimate suggests that 
populations behave idiosyncratically across a species range (Csergő et al. 2017). 

The different responses of each demographic rate to the microclimatic gradients resulted 
in inverse relationships among demographic rates that loosely follow life-history trade-offs 
between different life stages (Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016).  For example, both new seedling 
emergence and survival was highest at intermediate accumulated degree-days, but emergence 
and large individual survival had inverse relationships across the soil moisture gradient. The 
individual demographic rates coalesce to form the overall population growth, which will not only 
be shaped by the microclimate gradients, but also by the proportional influence of each 
demographic rate on the population growth rate (Mclean et al. 2016). The inverse responses of 
some demographic rates to the same microclimate gradient indicate that the population growth 
rates across a species range may be shaped by compensatory relationships between demographic 
rates (i.e., demographic compensation) reducing the overall variation in population growth (Doak 
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& Morris 2010; Jongejans et al. 2010; Villellas et al. 2015). Indeed, I found there was very little 
variation in population growth rates across the microclimatic gradients. Neither climatic nor 
geographic edge populations had reduced population growth rate suggesting that range edges 
may not be ubiquitously marginal from a demographic perspective (Sexton et al. 2009; Abeli et 
al. 2014; Chardon et al. 2015). The observed stable or increasing population growth rates 
corroborates other work showing that the demographic strategies that maintain populations vary 
widely across a species range (Villellas et al. 2015; Csergő et al. 2017; Pironon et al. 2017). This 
study is one of few showing these proposed complex relationships between climate and 
population dynamics spanning the entire elevational range and climatic gradients of a species 
distribution using field-measured microclimatic data.  
 
Conclusions 

Understanding spatial variation in demographic rates and its role in governing species range 
limits is a fundamental question in population ecology (MacArthur 1972; Sutherland et al. 2013). 
Range shifts will occur through population establishment and population extinction, and 
therefore quantifying population dynamics in relation to climate across a species range will aid in 
refining range shift predictions with a changing climate (Halbritter et al. 2015; Mclean et al. 
2016). These results indicate that care needs to be taken when predicting and quantifying range 
shifts when there is a decoupling of geography and climate gradients at the scale important for 
populations dynamics. Due to variation in response of demographic rates to different 
microclimatic conditions capturing the relationships between climate and multiple life-history 
stages is critical to make robust range shift predictions. Further, in response to a changing 
climate, the combined effect of multiple changing climate variables in heterogeneous terrain may 
allow continued compensatory relationships to buffer population growth. Buffered population 
response may lead to reduce range shifts as long as combined climatic conditions stay within the 
range currently experienced across this species distribution. Although collecting demographic 
data requires considerable effort, a focus on this individual-level response across environmental 
gradients is critical to our understanding of the biogeographic responses to climate change 
(Schurr et al. 2012; Coutts et al. 2016).  
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TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 1.  Site characteristics for each of the sixteen populations. Elevation, number of 
individuals (indvs) tracked and population density averaged across plots and across years (2014 - 
2017). The populations are ordered by elevation (ascending). 

Range 
Position Elevation (m) Number of Plots  Number of 

Indvs Tracked Density (per m2) 

Lower Edge 3468 3 144 500 

Lower Edge 3494 4 306 539 

Lower Edge 3539 10 858 508 

Lower Edge 3562 2 278 944 

Lower Edge 3573 2 156 681 

Center 3660 3 99 331 

Center 3735 4 107 238 

Center 3757 10 186 186 

Center 3789 4 122 236 

Center 3815 4 94 189 

Center 3816 10 304 220 

Center 3840 3 80 295 

Upper Edge 3974 10 72 160 

Upper Edge 4000 4 378 368 

Upper Edge 4005 4 84 206 

Upper Edge 4028 4 129 301 
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Table 2. Model structures for all models fits for the emergence rate with corresponding AICc 
value. All models include random intercept of year and site (not shown). ΔAICc represent 
difference between model and most supported model (bolded). 

Model Structure AICc ΔAICc 

Y ~ vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow days2 814 3 

Y ~ vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 814 3 

Y ~ vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 818 7 

Y ~ vwc + degree days + snow days + degree days2 813 2 

Y ~ vwc + degree days + degree days2 816 5 

Y ~ vwc + snow days + degree days2 811 0 

Y ~ vwc + degree days2 814 3 

Y ~ snow days + degree days2 843 32 

Y ~ vwc + snow days 888 77 

Y ~ vwc + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 812 1 

Y ~ vwc + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow days2 812 1 
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Table 3. Model structures for all models fits for the growth/regression rate with corresponding 
AICc value. All models include random intercept of year, site, and plot (not shown). ΔAICc 
represent difference between model and most supported model (bolded). 

Model Structure AICc ΔAICc 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 12287 3 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:degree days 12300 16 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 12285 1 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:snow days 12327 43 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc 
+ size:snow days 12284 0 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:snow 
days 12290 6 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc + 
size:snow days 12286 2 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow 
days 12289 5 

Y ~ size + vwc + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow 
days 12290 6 

Y ~ size + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc + 
size:snow days 12284 0 

Y ~ degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow 
days 12297 13 

Y ~ size + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 12294 10 

Y ~ size + degree days + vwc2 + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 12288 4 

Y ~ size + degree days + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow 
days 12284 0 

Y ~ size + degree days + snow days + size:vwc + size:snow days 12292 8 

Y ~ size + degree days + snow days + degree days2 + size:snow days 12329 45 

Y ~ size + degree days + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc  12295 14 
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Table 4. Model structures for all models fits for the reproduction rate with corresponding AICc 
value. All models include random intercept of year, site, and plot (not shown). ΔAICc represent 
difference between model and most supported model (bolded). 

Model Structure AICc ΔAICc 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 10507 6 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:degree days 10511 10 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 10517 16 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:degree days + size:snow days 10522 21 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + 
size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 10506 5 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:degree 
days + size:snow days 10505 4 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + size:vwc + size:degree days + 
size:snow days 10509 8 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + 
size:snow days 10503 2 

Y ~ size + vwc + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 10501 0 

Y ~ vwc + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 11854 1344 

Y ~ size + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 10503 2 

Y ~ size + vwc + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 10506 5 

Y ~ size + vwc + vwc2 + size:degree days + size:snow days 10516 15 

Y ~ size + vwc + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 12050 1549 

Y ~ size + vwc + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:degree days  10789 288 
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Table 5. Model structures for all models fits for the survival rate with corresponding AICc value. 
All models include random intercept of year, site, and plot (not shown). ΔAICc represent 
difference between model and most supported model (bolded). 

Model Structure AICc ΔAICc 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:degree days + size:snow days 1030 2 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:degree days  1037 9 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 1030 2 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + snow 
days2 + size:snow days 1059 31 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + degree days2 + 
size:vwc + size:snow days 1032 4 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + vwc2 + size:vwc + size:snow 
days 1034 6 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc + 
size:snow days 1030 2 

Y ~ size + vwc + degree days + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 1039 11 

Y ~ size + vwc + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 1028 0 

Y ~ size + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 1032 4 

Y ~ vwc + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc + size:snow days 1327 1 

Y ~ size + vwc + snow days + degree days2 + size:vwc  1035 8 

Y ~ size + vwc + snow days + degree days2 + size:snow days 1059 31 

Y ~ size + vwc + snow days + size:vwc + size:snow days 1736 708 
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Table 6.  Estimates and significance from a multiple regression analysis of the relationship 
between microclimatic variables and topography. Topographic metrics were scaled and centered 
before use in the models. Stars indicate level of significance. 

 Degree-Days Soil Moisture Days of Snow Cover 
Estimate Pr(>|t|) Estimate Pr(>|t|) Estimate Pr(>|t|) 

Elevation -82.8 0.134 -5.7 0.004** -0.4 0.968 
Slope 92.4    0.045* -2.3 0.116 -4.8 0.612 

Northness -4.2 0.801 1.0 0.040* -3.7 0.340 
TPI -10.7 0.809 1.7 0.192 -2.1 0.825 
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Figure 1. Map of 16 surveyed population (black diamonds) across the elevational range of 
I.lycopodioides (3460 m to 4033m) in the White Mountains, CA USA and image of 
I.lyocopdioides individual flowering with measurements of demographic survey labeled.  
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Figure 2. Variation in soil moisture and accumulation of degree-days for the 2014 – 2017 
summer growing seasons (top, center) across the elevation gradient. Variation in the days of 
snow cover for 2015, 2016, and 2017 winters across the elevation gradient (bottom). Both site 
means for each year (open circles) and site mean across all years (filled circles) shown.   
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Figure 3. A) Numbers of seedlings B) Individual gain or loss of leaves between seasons C) 
Number of flowering stalks D) Probability of survival (Alive=1, Dead=0) across all populations 
and years shown as gray points for the three microclimate variables of interest. Solid Lines 
represent marginal effect of accumulated degree-days (left), mean growing season soil moisture 
(center), and days of snow cover (right) from best fit model for each demographic rate. The line 
colors, when applicable, represent different quantiles of size (leaf number) with S = 10th 
percentile size class, M = 50th percentile size class, and L = the 90th percentile size class. Black 
points show the average demographic rate for each population for an average-sized individual in 
that population.    
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Figure 4. Population growth rate (shown with 95% confidence intervals) of all 16 populations 
regressed against elevation and all measured microclimate variables show no significant 
relationships. Dashed line indicates where population growth rate is stable (l = 1).   
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENTAL HEATING DECREASES POPULATION GROWTH 
ACROSS AN ALPINE PLANT’S GEOGRAPHIC RANGE 
 
ABSTRACT 

 
Expectations of expansions at leading range edges and contractions at trailing range 

edges with climate change have been complicated in part by the importance of multiple climate 
variables and the potential for diverse responses of different life stages to changing climatic 
conditions. I test the robustness of the leading-trailing hypotheses for range shift predictions by 
experimentally manipulating climate and measuring population growth responses in multiple 
populations across an alpine plants species range. Our approach brings together 1) range-wide 
spatial replication of demography and microclimate measurements, 2) experimental climate 
manipulations of summertime temperature and precipitation, and 3) quantification of population 
growth responses to climate manipulations using integral projection modeling. This approach 
allows attribution of range shift predictions through population contraction and expansion to 
changes in climatic conditions. The effect of experimental manipulation on individual 
demographic components was partially consistent with our predictions that heating would have a 
negative effect and watering would have a positive effect on populations in hotter, drier, and 
more exposed sites. However, these responses did not result in changes in population growth 
rates that would predict range expansion at the cool, wet leading range edge and a contraction at 
the hot, dry trailing range edge. I instead observed a de-coupling of the temperature and soil 
moisture gradients and a negative effect of heating on population growth rate for all populations 
across this species range. These impacts lead to predictions of population contractions at mid 
elevations of the species range and I proposed that this unexpected result is due to size-mediated 
and variable relationships between the manipulations and demographic rates, different effects of 
climate manipulation effects across climatic gradients, and spatial variation in the proportional 
influence of each demographic rate across the species range. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Shifts in species distributions are expected to be the largest biological effect of climate 
change (Pecl et al. 2017). Predicting these shifts requires a comprehensive understanding of the 
mechanisms that influence species current ranges, an elusive goal in and of itself for most, if not 
all, species (Gaston 2009; Sexton et al. 2009; Schurr et al. 2012). If a species range represents its 
climatic niche, we would predict expansions at the cool range edge (leading edge) and 
contractions at the hot range edge (trailing edge) with climate change (Hargreaves et al. 2014; 
Lee-Yaw et al. 2016).  However, cross-taxon observed range shifts in response to climate change 
have been highly variable and even counterintuitive (Tingley et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2011; 
Crimmins et al. 2011; Lenoir & Svenning 2014). Straightforward expectations of polar or 
upslope distributional shifts of plants in response to warmer, drier conditions have been 
complicated in part by the importance of multiple climate variables (e.g. temperature, 
precipitation, snowpack), the interactive effects of these variables on species physiology and 
demography, and the potential for diverse responses of different life stages to changing climatic 
conditions (Doak & Morris 2010; Rapacciuolo et al. 2014; Alexander et al. 2017; Sheth & 
Angert 2018). Therefore, understanding the abiotic requirements for each demographic rate, and 
how these rates coalesce to shape population persistence across species entire ranges may be 
crucial for predicting the biogeographic effects of climate change (Normand et al. 2014; Coutts 
et al. 2016). I test the robustness of the leading-trailing hypotheses for range shift predictions by 
experimentally manipulating climate and measuring the response in population growth across a 
species range.  

A demographic approach may clarify when predictions of upslope, polar shifts with 
climate change are likely, and allow exploration of the mechanisms driving unexpected shifts 
(Schurr et al. 2012; Normand et al. 2014). Process-based as opposed to correlative-based species 
distribution models mechanistically link population dynamics with climate, refining predictions 
of range shifts through population expansion and contraction dynamics (Buckley et al. 2010b; 
Evans et al. 2016; Fordham et al. 2018). Population response to a change in climate will be 
shaped by the following parameters: 1) exposure, the extent of change in climate in the local 
area, 2) environmental sensitivity, the magnitude of fluctuations in demographic rates driven by 
climate, and 3) elasticity, each demographic rates’ proportional influence on the overall 
population growth. For a change in climate to drive a range shift, the amount of change in 
climate a population experiences (exposure) must have an effect on a demographic rate(s) 
(environmental sensitivity) that ultimately has a large enough effect on the population growth 
rate (demographic elasticity) to change the population trajectory (Normand et al. 2014; Mclean 
et al. 2016). Hierarchical demographic transition models can incorporate these components as 
comparative metrics for populations across a species range (Figure 1).   

It is well established that demographic rates (e.g. germination, growth, reproduction, 
survival) are influenced by spatial and temporal climate variation in different ways (Dalgleish et 
al. 2011; Diez et al. 2014; Dahlgren, Bengtsson & Ehrlen 2016) and that the limiting climate 
driver(s) of each demographic rate may shift across the species range (Morris & Doak 2002; 
Villellas et al. 2015; Compagnoni et al. 2016; McCullough et al. 2016). In addition, these 
relationships between climate and demographic rates can be mediated by size (Ettinger & Hille 
Ris Lambers 2013; Máliš et al. 2016). For many long-lived species, different life-stages may be 
differentially responsive to climate variables, as well as to the variation in those climate variables 
across their geographic distributions (Ettinger & Hille Ris Lambers 2013; Máliš et al. 2016). It is 
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often considered that younger or smaller individuals will be more sensitive to climate variation; 
the “regeneration niche” of a species is more limited than the adult species niche (Grubb 1977). 
Further, the spatial variation in the influence of each size-dependent demographic rate on 
population growth across a species range has the potential to drive a large variety of range shift 
patterns (Svenning & Sandel 2013; Lenoir & Svenning 2014; Sheth & Angert 2018). These life-
stage or size-dependent responses have been shown to be an important factor for population 
stability, and therefore species range stability, in response to past and current climate change 
(Jackson et al. 2009; Serra-Diaz et al. 2016). 

Integral projection modeling specifically places size-dependent individual performance in 
the context of population dynamics, enabling prediction of shifts in species distributions with 
changes in suitability across the species range (Diez et al. 2014; Aikens & Roach 2014; Pironon 
et al. 2017). However, these population models still assume stationary mean demographic rates, 
limiting these powerful tools if mean environmental conditions change through time (Ezard et al. 
2010; Crone et al. 2013). This fundamental limitation points to a need for integrating 
experimental manipulations and population modeling for populations across a species range to 
mechanistically project future range-wide population dynamics (Gotelli & Ellison 2006; Buckley 
et al. 2010b). Experiments allow the elucidation of mechanisms, and have been crucial in 
detecting and attributing plant responses to climate change (Franklin et al. 2016). Many studies 
have experimentally modified the temperature and moisture availability and seen responses in 
plant physiology, components of the species life-history, and community processes (Zhuoting et 
al. 2011; Winkler et al. 2016a; Kueppers et al. 2017). However, few studies have examined 
responses to experimentally manipulated conditions across a species entire range (Buizer et al. 
2012), and no study to our knowledge has looked at responses of all demographic rates to 
climate manipulations in unison across a species entire range. Combining both an experimental 
and population modeling approach draws from the strengths of both approaches. Quantifying the 
effect of climate manipulations of all demographic rates in multiple populations allows for 
incorporation of empirically verified responses of demographic rates into model projections of 
future population dynamics (Gotelli & Ellison 2006; Ehrlen & Morris 2015).  

For the focal species, I found that heterogeneous microclimate gradients drove variation 
in demographic rates across this species range, but that complementary and compensatory 
relationships between demographic rates across these complex climate gradients lead to stable 
range-wide populations growth (Chapter 1). This work motivated a range-wide experiment 
investigating the degree to which climate manipulations may perturb this system.  By 
experimentally manipulating climate and measuring the demographic response, we gain a more 
mechanistic understanding of how the interaction between demographic elasticity, environmental 
sensitivity, and local exposure shape a population’s overall growth rate in both ambient and 
modified conditions (Gotelli & Ellison 2006; Ehrlen et al. 2016). 

 With this analysis, I examine the effects of warmer or wetter conditions on all 
demographic components and population growth rate within each population asking:  

1. How do the responses of each demographic component to the experimental 
manipulations coalesce to shape the overall population growth rate response across a 
species range?  
 

2. What predictions can be made about potential future range shifts with a changing 
climate?  
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With the assumption that altitudinal range limits correspond to climatic niche limits (Lee-Yaw et 
al. 2016), I hypothesize that experimental heating will have a negative effect on both 
demographic components and overall population growth rate at the hotter, drier populations (low 
elevation edge), and a positive effect at the cooler, wetter sites (upper elevation edge). I also 
hypothesize that experimental increases in precipitation will ameliorate the negative impacts of 
heating in driest populations, and exaggerate the positive effects of heating in the wettest 
populations. These overall responses would result in a range expansion at the cool, wet edge of 
the species range and a contraction at the hot, dry edge.  
 
METHODS 
Study System  

Our focal species, Ivesia lycopodioides A. Gray var. scandularis (Rydb.) Ertter & Reveal 
(hereafter I. lycopodioides; Rosaceae) is a long-lived alpine plant (approximate 20-year lifespan) 
with a basal rosette of lycopod-like leaves found in the xeric White Mountains of eastern 
California. The White Mountain range, located in the rain-shadow of the Sierra Nevada, is drier 
relative to global alpine areas with significantly less winter precipitation than the nearby Sierras 
Nevada (Körner 2003). Populations of I. lycopodioides are found at elevations from 3444 – 
4115m on granitic soils and are associated with areas of higher soil moisture in the White 
Mountains (Ertter 1989; Pollak 1997). This species is an excellent candidate for studying the 
effect of population dynamics on overall range stability with a changing climate. Individuals are 
easily delimited as genetic and physiological units without destructive sampling, dense 
populations allow replication of experimental treatments within a small area, and the species 
exhibits sensitivity to both temperature and moisture availability (Pollak 1997). In the last two 
decades temperature has increased and precipitation has decreased in the White Mountains 
(Kopp & Cleland 2014), and a previous study suggests that this species could lose 98% of its 
range with a 3ºC increase in temperature (Van de Ven, Weiss & Ernst 2007). 

From 2014 - 2017 I performed demographic surveys in nine populations of I. 
lycopodioides that span the entirety of its altitudinal range in the White Mountains, CA (Figure 
2). In each of these populations, 8-10 30x30cm plots were established in 2014 with all present 
individuals marked with unique pins and coordinate combinations. Within each plot the 
following metrics were recorded for each individual annually: number of rosettes, leaves, stalks, 
inflorescences, and length of the longest leaf. Newly recruited individuals that were recorded in 
2015, 2016, or 2017 were also individually marked. Following over 4,000 individuals across all 
populations, I have quantified germination (number of new seedlings at time t per plot), survival 
(dead or alive at time t +1), growth (number of leaves at time t+1 – number of leaves at time t), 
and flowering probability (flowering at time t) and number of flowering stalks (at time t) over 
three annual transitions.  

In each plot, fine-scale climate conditions were also evaluated across all transition years. 
Soil moisture was recorded biweekly during the growing season (June – September) with a 
Hydrosense TDR (Campbell Scientific, Logan USA).  Mean soil moisture was calculated as the 
average across the entire growing season for each plot. Temperature measurements were 
recorded every 3-4 hours throughout the year with iButton Thermochrons (Maxim, San Jose 
USA) buried 2cm below the soil surface. Mean accumulated degree-days were calculated for 
each plot as the sum of mean daily soil temperatures for days above 0°C within the summer 
growing season (May – August). Temperature data also indicates the duration of snow cover, as 
the insulating effect of snow creates a distinctive thermal signature in winter. Days of snow 
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cover was calculated for each plot as the number of days between October and June with less 
than 0.5°C diel variability (Harte and Shaw 1995).  
 
Experimental Manipulations  

In the summers of 2015, 2016 and 2017, 8 plots in each of the populations were 
randomly assigned to one of four treatments in a replicated, full-factorial design: 1) increased 
summertime temperature 2) increased summer precipitation, 3) both increased summer 
precipitation and temperature, or 4) ambient conditions (Figure 2). Summertime temperature 
was increased with passive warming chambers placed on the plots each summer immediately 
after snow melt-out (Figure 2). The chambers were hexagonal and constructed of double-walled 
poly-carbonate with a height of 30.5 cm and a width of 60 cm at the widest point. The passive 
warming chambers were designed to increase the mean daily temperature by 1.5°C and this effect 
was driven primarily by slower cooling in nighttime temperatures (personal observation). 
Summer precipitation was manipulated with the addition of 1 liter of water per plot in each of 5 
“storm” events spaced evenly through summer growing season (approximately every 2 weeks), 
resulting in approximate 55% increase in summer precipitation (Kopp & Cleland 2014). The 
water was added with a back-pack sprayer and the watering order was randomized by population 
for each event. Both climate variables were manipulated simultaneously as interactions between 
temperature and soil moisture may be more important for montane systems in western North 
America due to the cold, dry conditions at high elevations (Rundel et al. 2005; Winkler et al. 
2016a). Within each population, I quantified the shifts in climate conditions and demographic 
components in manipulated plots relative to ambient plot for all annual transitions.  
 
Demographic Responses to Manipulations 

The effect of the manipulations on all demographic components was assessed for all 
populations across the species ranges and for interactions between the manipulations and 
geographic gradient (elevation) or climatic gradients (accumulated degree-days, soil moisture, 
number of snow-covered days). I built generalized mixed effects models for the following 
demographic components: germination (Poisson error structure), individual growth (Gaussian 
error structure), probability of flowering (Binomial error structure), number of flowering stalks 
(Poisson error structure), and probability of survival (Binomial error structure). To look for 
range-wide effects of climate manipulations, models for all demographic components except 
germination included the fixed effects of year (t), individual size (number of leaves at time t), 
experimental heating, experimental watering, and the interactions between size, heating and 
watering. These models also included random intercepts of site, plot, and individual id.  The 
model for germination had a similar structure except it did not include a size parameter or 
random intercepts of plot and id as it is count data taken at the level of plot. In order to explore 
differences in the effect of the manipulations across the species range, I built separate models for 
each demographic component with the same structure as above, and also included elevation, 
accumulated degree-days, mean soil moisture, or days of snow cover, as well as an interaction 
between size, the experimental manipulations, and each geographic and climatic gradient. These 
gradient parameters were population averages taken across all years for only ambient plots.  
Significance of each parameter from all models was estimated with Type II Wald c2 tests. All 
mixed-effects modeling was performed in R 3.4.3 with lme4 (Bates et al. 2013; R Core Team 
2017). 
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Population Growth Response to Manipulations 
I built Integral Projection Models (IPM) to examine the overall population response from 

the individualistic responses of each demographic component to the climatic manipulation in 
each population. An IPM is a generalization of the matrix projection model allowing for a 
continuous stage-structure, and facilitating the incorporation of other parameters, such as 
experimental status, into models of population dynamics (Easterling et al. 2000; Ramula et al. 
2009; Merow et al. 2016). For each of the nine populations, an IPM was parameterized with 
hierarchical regressions to determine population growth rates under four treatments (ambient, 
heated, watered, heated and watered); a total of 36 IPMs were produced. 

These IPMs were parametrized with regressions based on data from all years, populations 
and treatments. Generalized mixed-effects models were built for probability of survival 
(Binomial error structure), growth (Gaussian error structure), probability of flowering (Binomial 
error structure), and number of flowering stalks (Poisson error structure). These models all 
included 1) fixed effects of year, size, heating, watering and the interaction between the latter 
three parameters, 2) random intercepts of population, plot, and individual id, and 3) a random 
slope of heating by watering for each population. Treatment status was determined as a Bernoulli 
vector of heating and a Bernoulli vector of watering. The effects of population, size, treatment, 
and size by treatment interactions were extracted from each of these regressions to estimate 
probabilities used in the IPM kernel estimates of growth and survival for all populations in all 
experimental states (Table 1). Establishment probability was determined as seed availability in a 
plot within a population at time t divided by the number of new recruits in a plot at time t+1, and 
then averaged to get a single establishment probability for each treatment in each population 
(Table 2). The size estimates for seedling recruits (mean = 1.7, sd = 0.8) and viable seed 
production per flowering stalk (5 seeds/stalk) were assumed to be constant across populations 
and years.  

The models were integrated over 0.9 times the minimum plant size and 1.1 times the 
maximum plant size of each population in order to take into account realistic plant sizes not 
observed, and 100 mesh points were used (Easterling et al. 2000; Ellner et al. 2016). All 
population modeling was performed in R 3.4.3 (R Core Team 2018) and was based on 
previously published code for the modeling of perennial plant populations (Merow et al. 2014). 
Population growth was calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of the kernel (matrix representing 
all possible size transitions including births and deaths) (Caswell 2001). I calculated bias-
corrected 95% confidence intervals for population growth for each treatment status in each 
population by bootstrapping the data 1,000 times keeping the total number of observation within 
each population, treatment combination constant and excluding the random effects of individual 
and plot in the IPM’s regressions (Caswell 2001). Mixed effects models were used to assess the 
effect of the manipulations on overall population growth rates both across all sites and in 
interaction with the geographic or climatic gradients (based on ambient conditions). Population 
growth was regressed against the fixed effects of the gradient, heating, watering, and their three-
way interaction, as well as a random intercept of population. Significance of each parameter was 
estimated with Type II Wald c2 tests and differences between treatment groups was determined 
by contrast tests with Tukey adjustments to account for multiple comparisons.  

 
Elasticity Analysis Across Sites and Treatments 

I performed an elasticity analysis in order to estimate the proportional effect of the 
demographic rates on population growth rate across this species range (Benton & Grant 1999; 
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Caswell 2001). The elasticity of a demographic rate gives a sense of the importance of that 
transition for overall population dynamics with higher values indicating larger influence on the 
population growth rate. This prospective perturbation analysis was done at the level of the IPM 
additive sub-kernels of survival-growth (P(z′,z)) and reproduction (encompassing flowering 
probability, number of flowering stalks, and germination) (F(z′,z)) in order to separate the 
elasticity values for the major groups of demographic rates (Griffith 2017). Each matrix element 
in the sub-kernels were perturbed by 0.001. The sub-kernel elasticities were then summed to 
compare the proportional influence of survival-growth and reproduction in all populations. 
Elasticity values were calculated for each population in non-manipulated conditions  
 
RESULTS 
Range-wide Climate Conditions 

Across the elevational gradient of I. lycopodioides range, accumulated degree-days were 
the highest and most variable in the mid elevation populations and the lowest and least variable 
at populations at the upper elevational edge (Figure 3). Soil moisture and the number of snow-
covered days both decreased with elevation, but were also highly variables across years (Figure 
3).  
 
Experimental Manipulations  

The passive heating chambers had positive effect of 0.8°C on daily minimum temperature 
(c2 = 54.78, df = 1, p < 0.001) approximately mimicking the change observed in temperature 
over the last half century in the White Mountains (Kopp & Cleland 2014). This effect led to an 
increase in the accumulated degree-days during the summer growing season by 53°C/days (5% 
increase of the mean accumulated degree-days under ambient conditions) on average across all 
populations and years (c2 = 11.006, df = 1, p = 0.009). The heating treatment was also consistent 
across all populations and years, with no population by treatment interaction indicating evidence 
of a larger or smaller treatment effect in different populations along the geographic and climatic 
gradients (c2 = 141, df = 1, p = 0.905).  Heating did not have a measurable drying effect on soil 
moisture (c2=328, df =1, p 0.214) and there was also no measurable effect of the watering 
treatment on the soil moisture in any of the populations across any of the years (c2 = 141, df = 1, 
p = 0.792).  Although I did not see an effect on the climatic conditions, I do see responses in the 
demographic components to the watering treatment (see Demographic Responses to 
Manipulations). This lack of an abiotic effect was not surprising because soil moisture 
measurements were usually taken 1-2 days after the experimental watering and granitic soils 
have low water-holding capacity (Wenk & Dawson 2007); the climatic effect of the watering 
treatment was only evident in 1-2 hours after the treatment was applied (personal observation).  
Neither of the manipulations affected the number of snow-days observed for each population 
across years as the treatments were performed after snow melt each year.   
 
Demographic Responses to Manipulations 

All demographic components varied in response to the experimental manipulations in at 
least some of the populations across the geographic or climatic gradients of the species range. 
However, the effect of the manipulations on the demographic components were predominantly 
through interactions with individual size. Individual size had a significant positive effect on 
survival (bsize = 2.901, p <  0.001), probability of flowering (bsize =  2.319, p < 0.001), the number 
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of flowering stalks (bsize = 0.304, p <  0.001) and negative effect on growth (bsize = -0.421, 
p<0.001). This size-dependency of the demographic components supports building a size-
structured population model, and requires considering how the climate manipulations influence 
demography both in interaction with the population conditions (geographic and climatic) and the 
size structure of the population.    

There was no consistent effect of the experimental heating and watering on survival 
across all populations in this species range (c2

heat = 2.907, df = 1, p = 0.088; c2
water = 0.007, df = 

1, p = 0.931; c2
heat*water = 0.0528, df = 1, p = 0.818). Survival also did not vary predictably across 

the gradients of elevation (c2
elevation = 2.745, df = 1, p = 0.097), accumulated degree-days 

(c2
degree.days = 0.058, df = 1, p = 0.809) mean number of snow-covered days (c2

snow = 1.868, df = 
1, p = 0.171). However, for each these gradients there were significant three-way interaction 
between individual size, the gradient and the watering treatment. Watering had a larger negative 
effect on smaller individuals at higher elevation, cooler populations (bsize*elevation*water = 1.014, p = 
0.040; bsize*degree.days*water = -1.032, p = 0.003) and watering had a larger positive effect on large 
individuals in snowier sites (bsnow = 0.905, p = 0.022). Survival increased with soil moisture 
(bsoil.moisture = 0.660, p < 0.001) and the effect of heating varied across this gradient. Heating had a 
less negative effect on survival in wetter sites (bsoil.moisture * heat = 0.833, p = 0.001), and this effect 
was exaggerated for larger individuals (bsoil.moisture * heat *size = 0.905, p = 0.022), leading to the 
highest mortality for small individuals under experimental heating in dry sites (Figure 4).  

There was also no consistent effect of the experimental heating and watering on 
individual growth across all populations (c2

heat = 0.002, df = 1, p = 0.962; c2
water = 0.027, df = 1, 

p = 0.867; c2
heat*water = 0.208, df = 1, p = 0.648). Growth did not vary predictably across the 

elevation gradient (c2
elevation= 0.972, df = 1, p = 0.324), nor were then any significant interactions 

between the elevation gradient and the manipulations. Growth increased with the population’s 
accumulated degree-days (bdegree.days = 0.487, p < 0.001) and watering had a positive effect on 
growth in hotter sites (bdegree.days *water = 0.561, p = 0.001). Heating and watering had a positive 
effect of growth of larger individuals in cooler sites (bdegree.days *water*heat*size = 1.021, p = 0.001) 
(Figure 4). Growth did not vary predictably across the soil moisture or snow persistence 
gradients (c2

soil.moisture = 1.1, df = 1, p = 0.294; c2
snow = 1.69, df = 1, p = 0.194). However, across 

these gradients, heating had a negative effect in drier populations (bsoil.moisture*heat = 0.792, p = 
0.004) and watering had a negative effect in populations with more persistent snowpack 
(bsnow*water = 0.65, p = 0.012).  

Germination across all populations increased with heating (bheat = 0.214, p = 0.026) or 
watering (bwater = 0.0159, p < 0.001), but was greatly reduced by the combination of heating and 
watering (bheat.water = -1.034, p < 0.001). Across the elevation gradient, germination was lower at 
higher elevations (belevation = -0.866, p < 0.001) and heating had a more negative effect on 
germination at lower elevations (belevation*heat = 0.427, p < 0.001). Germination was also reduced 
in sites with higher accumulated degree-days (bdegree.days = -0.1, p < 0.001), and in the coldest 
sites watering had a larger positive effect (bdegree.days*water = -0.1, p = 0.038), and heating and 
watering had a larger negative effect (bdegree.days*heat*water = -0.1, p < 0.001). Germination increased 
with soil moisture (bsoil.moisture =  1.226, p < 0.001), and in these wettest sites, heating had a more 
negative effect on germination (bsoil.moisture*heat = -0.239, p < 0.001). Germination also increased 
with the number of snow-covered days (bsnow = 0.430, p < 0.001), and in the snowiest sites, 
heating had a positive effect (bsnow*heat = 0.064, p = 0.004), but the combination of heating and 
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watering had a large negative effect on germination (bsnow*heat*water = -0.790, p < 0.001) (Figure 
4).  

Flowering probability did not respond consistently to experimental heating and watering 
across all populations (c2

heat = 0, df = 1, p = 0.998; c2
water = 0.283, df = 1, p = 0.594; c2

heat*water = 
0.269, df = 1, p=0.604). Across the elevation gradient, mean flowering probability increased 
(belevation = 2.105, p < 0.001). In higher elevation populations, heating had a negative effect on 
flowering probability (belevation*heat = -0.298, p = 0.023), and the combination of heating and 
watering had a positive effect (belevation*heat*water = 1.33, p = 0.003) (Figure 4). Flowering 
probability did not vary predictably across the accumulated degree-days gradient (c2

degree.days = 
3.045, df = 1, p = 0.081), but heating had a negative effect in hotter sites for smaller individuals 
(bsize*degree.days*heat = -0.456, p = 0.044).  In wetter sites, mean flowering probability increased 
(bsoil.moisture = 0.424, p < 0.001) and heating further increased this probability for large individuals 
(bsize*soil.moisture*heat = 0.913, p = 0.001). Flowering probability did not vary predictably across the 
snow persistence gradient (c2

snow.days = 0.436, df = 1, p = 0.509), but in snowier sites heating 
again increased flowering probability for large individuals (bsize*snow*heat = 0.695, p = 0.042). 
Across all populations, the number of flowering stalks per individual increased with a 
combination of heating and watering for large individuals (bsize*heat*water = 0.186, p = 0.001). The 
number of flowering stalks had a positive relationship with elevation (belevation = 0.341, p < 
0.001), but no relationship with any of the climatic gradients (c2

degree.days = 1.355, df = 1, p = 
0.244; c2

soil.moisture = 3.052, df = 1, p = 0.981; c2
snow = 0.037, df = 1, p = 0.346). For all of the 

gradients, there were no significant interactions between the experimental manipulations and 
temperature gradient. 
 
Population Growth Response to Manipulations 

Population growth across all the populations and treatments ranged from 0.944 to 1.205. 
Population were in a state of contraction (l <1), expansion (l >1), and stability (l ~ 1) under 
ambient conditions (2 contracting, 4 expanding, 2 stable) as well as under experimental 
conditions: heating (0 contracting, 4 expanding, 5 stable), watering (0 contracting, 4 expanding, 
5 stable), and the combination of heating and watering (2 contracting, 2 expanding, 5 stable) 
(Table 3). Across all populations, experimental heating had a significant 1.8% reduction in 
population growth rate when averaged across the watering treatment (c2 = 5.553, df =1, p = 
0.018). Experimental watering had no range-wide effect on population growth (c2 = 2.970, df = 
1, p = 0.085), and there was no significant effect of heating and watering in all population across 
the species range (c2 = 3.272, df = 1, p = 0.070). Examining the treatment contrasts, I found 
significant differences in population growth between ambient, watering and the combination of 
heating and watering (µambient = 1.045 [0.999-1.091], µwater = 1.043 [0.997-1.09], µheat*water = 1.012 
[0.966 - 1.059] df = 24, pambient-heat*water = 0.0309, pwater-heat*water = 0.0413), and no significant 
difference between heating and the combination of heating and watering (µheat = 1.040 [0.993 - 
1.086], df =24, pheat-heat*water = 0.086) (Figure 5). These results taken together support the 
conclusion that although the greatest reduction in population growth was observed for combined 
heating and watering treatment, this reduction was primarily driven by the experimental heating 
(Figure 5).       

I explored how population growth and its response to the manipulations varied across 
geographic (elevation) and climatic gradients (average accumulated degree-days, soil moisture, 
and snow persistence). Population growth rates decreased with elevation with expanding 
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population growth (l >1) in the lowest elevation populations and predominantly contracting (l < 
1) or stable population growth (l ~ 1) at higher elevations (belevation = -0.001, p = 0.026) (Figure 
6). Population growth increased with average soil moisture (bsoil.moisture = 0.006, p < 0.001) and 
number of days of snow-cover (bsnow.cover = 0.002, p = 0.001) with increasing population growth 
rates at the wettest sites with the most persistent snowpack. There was no relationship between 
population growth rate and accumulated degree-days (bdegree.days = -0.001, p = 0.793) (Figure 6). 
Differences in the effect of the climate manipulations across the geographic and climatic 
gradients would be represented by significant interactions between the gradients and the 
manipulations. I found a significant negative interaction between a population’s number of 
snow-covered days and experimental heating (bsnow.cover*heat = -0.001, p = 0.025). Heating had a 
larger negative effect on population growth in population with more persistent snow-pack 
(Figure 6). No effect was found for watering or a watering by heating interaction across this 
snow-days gradient (c2

water = 2.436, df = 1, p = 0.119; c2
heat*water = 0.065, df = 1, p = 0.798). Also, 

there was no significant interaction between the elevation gradient and experimental heating 
(c2

heat = 1.245, df = 1, p = 0.264), watering (c2
water = 0.958, df = 1, p = 0.328), or heating and 

watering (c2
heat*water = 0.562, df = 1, p = 0.453). There was also no significant interaction between 

the experimental manipulations and the population’s average accumulated degree-days (c2
heat = 

1.245, df = 1, p = 0.264; c2
water = 0.958, df = 1, p = 0.328; c2

heat*water = 0.562, df = 1, p = 0.453) or 
soil moisture (c2

heat = 1.291, df = 1, p = 0.256; c2
water = 1.9, df = 1, p = 0.275; c2

heat*water = 1.069, 
df = 1, p = 0.301). 
 
Elasticity Analysis  

The pattern of elasticity for demographic transitions varied across the populations. Across 
all populations survival and growth had a larger proportional influence on population growth 
rates than regeneration (Figure 7). However, for low elevation population with higher soil 
moisture and more persistent snow-pack, regeneration had higher elasticity values relative to 
high elevation populations (Figure7). In these wetter, snowier sites, there was a greater influence 
of regeneration on population growth.  
 
DISCUSSION 

I investigated the role of changing climatic conditions on the range dynamics of I. 
lycopodioides by incorporating demographic responses to experimental heating and watering 
manipulations into integral projection modeling for nine populations across the species’ entire 
elevational range. This approach brought together 1) range-wide spatial replication of 
demography and microclimate measurements, 2) experimental climate manipulations, and 3) 
quantification of all demographic rate response to manipulation across all populations, allowing 
us to attribute range shift predictions through population contraction and expansion to changes in 
temperature and precipitation (Gotelli & Ellison 2006; Merow et al. 2016). I hypothesized that 
experimental heating would have a negative effect on population dynamics at the hotter, drier 
populations and a positive effect at the cooler, wetter sites, and that manipulated precipitation 
would ameliorate the negative impacts of heating in the driest populations. The effect of 
experimental manipulation on demographic components was partially consistent with our 
predictions that heating would have a negative effect and watering would have a positive effect 
on populations in hotter, drier, and more exposed sites. However, these responses did not result 
in changes in population growth rates that would predict range expansion at the cool, wet leading 
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range edge and a contraction at the hot, dry trailing range edge. I instead observed a de-coupling 
of the temperature and soil moisture gradients and a negative effect of heating on population 
growth rate for all populations across this species range. I proposed that these unexpected 
impacts of climate manipulations on population growth are due to interactive effects of the 
variable size-dependent relationships between the manipulations and demographic components, 
changes in the effect of the climate manipulations across climatic gradients for each 
demographic component, and spatial variation in the proportional influence of each demographic 
component across the species range (Doak & Morris 2010; Pironon et al. 2017). I explore how 
these complexities drove our unexpected finding of range-wide reduction of population growth 
due to heating across this species entire range.  

 
Demographic Responses to Manipulations 

I found variable and size-dependent responses of the demographic components to both 
the temperature and precipitation manipulations, as well as their interaction. Climate 
manipulations varied in the direction of the effect on demographic components. Across all 
populations the combined effect of heating and watering increased the number of flowering 
stalks per large individual, but decreased germination. Many of the effects of the manipulations 
on demographic components also shifted across the geographic or climate gradients of this 
species range, and often, but not always, in line with our predictions based on the species range 
represented the species climatic niche (Sexton et al. 2009; Lee-Yaw et al. 2016; Pironon et al. 
2017). For example, heating most positively influenced individual growth in the coolest sites, but 
the largest reductions in germination with heating and watering was in the snowiest sites. Often 
the manipulations only influenced demographic components in one part of the species range 
(e.g., dry sites), but had minimal effects in other parts of the species range (e.g., wet sites), 
suggesting that other factors besides our measured climate variables limit the demographic rate, 
including disturbance or biotic competition or facilitation (MacArthur 1972; Callaway et al. 
2002; Alexander et al. 2017). Survival, for example, was not highly influenced in wetter sites by 
any of the climate manipulations, but heating caused a sharp decrease in survival rates in dry 
sites.  

The influence of these manipulations on demography was further complicated by three-
way interactions between size, treatment, and the geographic/climatic gradient found for most 
demographic components. Most often these three-way interactions exacerbated the negative 
effect of the treatments for small individuals and the exaggerated the positive effect for large 
individuals. This latter result is in line with other work that has found that smaller individuals 
may be the most sensitive to changes in climate (spatial or temporal) in montane systems (Forbis 
2003; Wenk & Dawson 2007; Ettinger & Hille Ris Lambers 2013; Dobrowski et al. 2015; Máliš 
et al. 2016).  Size-mediated responses are of particular interest because complex relationships 
between climate and different parts of species life-history can influence range dynamics causing 
species ranges to be in disequilibrium with their climatic niche (Pulliam 2000; Veloz et al. 
2012). For example a “standing dead” population may be suitable for adult survival but 
unsuitable for recruitment and growth of new individuals and therefore without future change is 
slated for eventual extinction (Svenning & Sandel 2013; Bell, Bradford & Lauenroth 2014).  
 
Population Growth Response to Manipulations 

With IPMs I examined the overall effect on population growth of these complex 
interactions between the manipulations, individual size, demographic rates, and climatic 
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gradients. For non-manipulated conditions, population growth was primarily stable (l ~ 1) or 
contracting (l < 1) in the species range center and upper edge with dry conditions and less 
persistent snowpack. Populations in sites with higher soil moisture and number of snow-covered 
days at the lower range edge were expanding (l > 1). In all populations across the range of I. 
lycopodioides experimental heating reduced population growth. In addition, this negative effect 
was the greatest in sites with the most persistent snowpack. Again, these results are counter to 
predictions of an opposite influence of heating for the leading or trailing geographic or climatic 
edge of the species range, and suggest that none of these populations are temperature-limited 
(Hampe & Petit 2005; Angert et al. 2018; Sheth & Angert 2018).   

The elasticity analysis offers some clues about this counterintuitive response to 
manipulations across this species range. An underappreciated point in range shift predictions is 
that elasticity itself can vary across geographic and/or climatic gradients (Doak & Morris 2010; 
Villellas et al. 2015). Only when a change in climate influences a demographic rate with high 
proportional influence on population growth would we predict a change in population growth 
(Mclean et al. 2016; Amburgey et al. 2018). As expected for a slow-growing, long-lived plant 
species, survival of individuals had a large proportional influence and reproduction had a 
minimal proportional influence on population growth across most populations (Morris, Pfister & 
Tuljapurkar 2008). I observed this pattern in higher elevation, drier populations, but in the 
wetter, snowier populations at lower elevations, population growth was also dependent on the 
influence of reproduction. This change in elasticity may be due to a shorter growing season in 
these sites with more persistent snowpack that limits individual size in these populations (Bell & 
Bliss 1979), or due to community interactions (Alexander et al. 2017). The wetter, snowier sites 
had much higher overall vegetation density, potentially leading to limitation of demographic 
rates due to competition as opposed to climate directly (Rumpf et al. 2017).   

I argue that different components of I. lycopodioides’ life history was driving the 
decrease in population in different parts of the species range. The negative response to heating in 
center and upper edge populations was most likely due to reduced survival in drier conditions 
(Figure 4B) and the higher proportional influence of survival in those populations (Figure 7). In 
contrast, the negative response of population growth for lower edge populations was due to 
decreased emergence of new seedling with heating in sites with more persistent snowpack 
(Figure 4C) and the relatively greater proportional influence of regeneration in the populations 
(Figure 7). These results indicate that there are multiple demographic pathways in which climate 
change can decrease population stability, and that multiple demographic rates responses to 
climate change need to considered when trying to predict range shifts (Csergő et al. 2017; 
Amburgey et al. 2018). Also unexpected, was the finding that the largest negative effect of the 
climate manipulations was for populations in sites with the most persistent snow-pack. However, 
the negative effect of heating on multiple demographic components was greatest for smaller 
individuals (indicated by size by treatment interactions), potentially exacerbating the population 
growth responses in snowy sites where population growth was most strongly influenced by 
changes in small-individual establishment. Taken together these results reiterate the importance 
of mechanistic models for range shifts to include exposure, environmental sensitivity of multiple 
demographic rates as comparative metrics across a species range (Figure 1).  

 
Range Shift Predictions 

The negative effect of experimental heating leads to predictions of population 
contractions at mid elevations of the I. lycopodioides range in the driest conditions (Figure 6). In 
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these dry populations, the reduction in population growth and the lower ambient population 
growth relative to populations in wetter conditions caused population growth to drop below one 
forecasting potential extinction with warmer conditions in at least two populations (Table 3).  
Although alpine systems are considered heat-limited systems (Körner 2003), water balance is 
thought to be one of the most important drivers of vegetation changes due to climate change, 
especially for dry high elevation systems (Franklin et al. 2016; McCullough et al. 2016; Winkler 
et al. 2016a). Contractions of populations at climatic extremes are expected with climate change 
and this contraction playing out in the center of species range is not a recognized range shift 
pattern (Lenoir & Svenning 2014). Only one other study that I know of has shown a similar 
pattern of range-center population extirpations (Stewart, Wright & Heckman 2017). Other 
studies that failed to find decreased population growth in range edges have proposed that this is 
due to the climate variation being de-coupled from the geographic gradient (Aikens & Roach 
2014; Pironon et al. 2015). Here I show clear evidence of this being the case, with lower 
population growth rates in range center due to drier conditions, and that this will in fact influence 
range shifts with climate change. One caveat to these range shift predictions is that population 
growth values are based on stable age structures of the populations, which are slow to converge 
for a long-lived alpine plant; Therefore, these are predictions for long-term dynamics of this 
species range in response to climate change.   
 
Conclusions 

A population biology approach can refine our understanding of the rate and magnitude of 
species range shifts with changing climate (Gaston 2009; Schurr et al. 2012; Mclean et al. 2016). 
Quantifying the exposure, response of each demographic rate, and the proportional influence of 
each demographic rate in each population across a species range can lead to an understanding of 
the mechanisms driving range shifts that may appear counterintuitive (Normand et al. 2014). 
Although studying demography and fine-scale climate for all species across their entire 
geographic ranges is not practical, there is still a need to understand when our assumptions that 
presence, abundance, or a subset of demographic rates represent approximate long-term 
population growth across the geographic and climatic gradients encompassed in a species ranges 
holds (Diez et al. 2014; Ehrlen & Morris 2015). Our results suggests that future range shifts 
studies need to consider the potential for life-history components to interact with changing 
climatic conditions in different ways when considering the vulnerability of populations across a 
species range (Doak & Morris 2010; Csergő et al. 2017; Pironon et al. 2017).       
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TABLES & FIGURES  
Table 1. Parameters from regressions used in IPMs for population treatment combinations for 
survival, growth, probability of flowering, and the number of flowering stalks. Parameter 
estimates given for the intercept (b0), and the effect of individual size (bSize), heating treatment 
(bH), watering treatment (bW), size by heating treatment interaction (bSize*H), size by watering 
treatment interaction (bSize*W), heating by watering treatment interaction (bH*W), interaction 
between size, heating treatment and watering treatments(bSize*H*W), and the standard deviation of 
model residuals (growth model only; Std(X). Parameters ordered from low to high elevation 
populations for each demographic component when parameter varies across populations.  
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 b0 bSize bH bW bSize*H bSize*W bH*W bSize*H*W Std(X) 

Survival 
Probability 

2.236 

2.823 
 

-0.936 -0.081 

-0.476 
 

-0.551 
 

-0.060 

0.634 
 – 

4.431 0.148 -0.008 0.121 
3.958 -0.070 -0.011 0.079 
2.960 -0.521 -0.011 -0.012 
3.359 -0.302 0.021 0.017 
1.502 -1.195 -0.022 -0.141 
1.580 -1.172 -0.032 -0.132 
2.805 -0.630 -0.042 -0.018 
2.776 -0.642 -0.041 -0.021 

 b0 bSize bH bW bSize*H bSize*W bH*W bSize*H*W Std(X) 

Growth 

0.083 

0.971 

-0.012 -0.003 

-0.004 0.031 

0.031 

-0.021 0.357 

0.049 0.009 -0.010 -0.007 
0.044 0.000 -0.017 0.011 
-0.011 0.042 -0.026 -0.064 
0.059 -0.012 -0.015 0.033 
0.020 0.028 -0.017 -0.039 
0.055 0.030 0.002 -0.049 
0.077 -0.022 -0.011 0.052 
0.115 0.038 0.038 -0.073 

 b0 bSize bH bW bSize*H bSize*W bH*W bSize*H*W Std(X) 

Flowering 
Probability 

-1.459 

1.976 
 

-0.108 0.064 

 -
0.338 0.196 

0.111 

 
-0.410 

 
– 

-1.767 0.160 0.352 -0.363 
-2.066 0.004 0.180 -0.232 
-1.408 -0.390 -0.240 0.525 
-0.051 -0.286 -0.115 0.788 
-0.512 -0.333 -0.170 0.715 
-0.238 -0.072 0.114 0.429 
0.243 -0.403 -0.239 1.044 
0.535 -0.602 -0.451 1.413 

 b0 bSize bH bW bSize*H bSize*W bH*W bSize*H*W Std(X) 

Number of 
Flowering 

Stalks 

2.263 

0.224 
 

0.253 0.083 

-0.151 0.000 

-0.026 

0.127 
 – 

2.082 0.005 -0.011 -0.005 
1.972 0.090 0.025 0.011 
2.566 -0.073 -0.167 0.120 
2.771 0.078 -0.035 -0.036 
2.872 -0.009 -0.365 0.445 
2.897 0.182 0.170 -0.332 
2.708 0.243 0.043 -0.044 
3.181 0.253 -0.053 0.042 
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Table 2.  Germination rates used in IPMs with each row representing a population ordered from 
low to high elevation. µA is the establishment probability under ambient conditions, µH is the 
establishment probability under heated conditions, µW is the establishment probability under 
watering conditions, µH*W is the establishment probability under heating and watering conditions. 

Population Elevation 
(m) µA µH µW µH*W 

1 3494 0.149 0.283 0.134 0.369 

2 3562 0.36 0.183 0.232 0.103 

3 3573 0.271 0.288 0.17 0.121 

4 3735 0.024 0.071 0.005 0.017 

5 3789 0.014 0.03 0.03 0.0004 

6 3815 0.009 0.011 0.001 0.011 

7 3974 0.002 0.031 0.003 0.022 

8 4005 0.001 0.007 0.004 0.004 

9 4028 0.006 0.012 0.011 0.001 
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Table 3. 95% confidence intervals for population growth for each treatment status in each 
population by bootstrapping the data 1,000 times keeping the total number of observation within 
each population, treatment combination constant. Each row represents a population ordered from 
low to high elevation 

Population Elevation 
(m) CIAmbient CIWater CIHeat CIHeat+Water 

1 3494 1.23 – 1.26 1.13 – 1.28 0.72 – 1.06 0.94 – 1.60 

2 3562 1.13 – 1.24 1.21 – 1.28 1.09 – 1.20 1.04 – 1.15 

3 3573 1.02 – 1.12 1.16 – 1.22 1.11 – 1.26 1.12 – 1.23 

4 3735 0.92 – 1.01 0.80 – 0.97 1.00 – 1.12 0.77 – 0.94 

5 3789 0.99 – 1.06 0.95 – 1.03 1.04 – 1.20 0.87 – 1.00 

6 3815 0.90 –0.99 0.79 – 0.93 0.81 – 1.00 0.62 – 0.99 

7 3974 0.92 – 0.99 0.67 – 0.99 0.95 – 1.04 0.89 – 1.00 

8 4005 0.98 – 1.01 1.00 – 1.29 0.86 – 1.00 0.96 – 1.04 

9 4028 1.03 – 1.14 1.03 – 1.14 1.23 – 1.58 0.92 – 1.02 
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Figure 1. The images of the focal species I. lycopodioides represent its different demographic 
rates. Population response to a change in climate will be shaped by exposure, environmental 
sensitivity and demographic elasticity. 
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Figure 2.  Schematic of study design across elevational range of I. lycopodioides. In each 
experimental population (white diamonds), 30x30 m plots were randomly assigned to one of four 
treatments (ambient, heated, watered, heated and watered) with a replication of at least two plots 
per treatment. In each plot individual’s demographic rates were followed through time and 
climatic conditions were quantified annually. The heating treatment was performed using passive 
warming chambers (shown in top right in populations across the species range). Populations 
numbered from low to high elevation.         
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Figure 3. Variation in soil moisture and accumulation of degree-days for the 2014 – 2017 
summer growing seasons (top, center) across the elevation gradient. Variation in the days of 
snow cover for 2015, 2016, and 2017 winters across the elevation gradient (bottom). Both site 
means for each year (open circles) and means across all years (filled circles) for all nine 
populations shown. 
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Figure 4. Subset of demographic component responses to experimental heating and watering 
across geographic or climatic gradients that highlight interactions between treatment effects and 
the gradients. Lines represent model fits of the effect of manipulations on demographic 
components.   
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Figure 5. Population growth rate for each treatment group across all population. Mean and 95% 
confidence intervals of population growth rate in each treatment group shown with solid lines. 
Dashed lines connect populations (filled circles). Letters indicate significantly different groups. 
Color represent treatment status: ambient (black), heating (red), watering (blue), heating and 
watering (purple).  
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Figure 6. Population growth rate (l) across geographic (A – elevation) and climatic gradients (B 
– Accumulated degree-day, C – Soil moisture, D – Snow-covered days ) for different treatments. 
Line represents model fits for population growth under ambient (black), heating (red), watering 
(blue), heating and watering (purple) across these gradients. Colors of points also represent 
experimental status for each population growth value.    
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Figure 7. Elasticity values for reproduction/recruitment and growth/survival based on non-
manipulated conditions for each population ordered by increasing elevation. Due to the summed 
elasticity being proportional (sums to 1) the values can be compared across populations.   
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CHAPTER 3: THERMOPHILIZATION OF AN ALPINE PLANT COMMUNITY IN 
RESPONSE TO EXPERIMENTAL WARMING IN A XERIC MOUNTAIN RANGE 
 
ABSTRACT 
A warming climate has been shown to drive thermophilization – a shift from communities 
dominated by cool-adapted species to communities dominated by warm-adapted species. Studies 
of alpine plant community responses to climate change have predominantly focused on 
temperature-limited systems. However, mountain ranges in semi-arid regions, such as western 
North America, where temperature and moisture both play strong roles in the determination of 
the distribution of alpine communities, require more research. I surveyed community 
composition in nine sites that ranged in elevation across the alpine zone in the xeric White 
Mountains, CA USA. In each site, I experimentally increased summertime temperature and 
precipitation from 2015 to 2017 and quantified community responses with both a community 
dissimilarity and a climate niche analysis. I investigated if thermophilization occurred in 
response to experimental heating, and if this effect was ameliorated by experimental watering. 
Under experimentally warmer climatic conditions, thermophilization of this community was 
supported by two lines of evidence: 1) an increase in the 75th percentile community-weighted 
climatic niche indicating an increase of hot, dry adapted species within each site and 2) and 
higher proportional abundance of species that are hot, dry adapted relative to their surrounding 
community. Experimental watering did not ameliorate this effect of heating. Concordantly, I 
found that overall abundance increased and species richness decreased with experimental 
heating. Together, these results indicate that with warmer conditions the White Mountain alpine 
zone will be made up of less diverse plant communities dominated by species associated with 
hotter, drier conditions. This finding is in line with other work that has predicted larger montane 
habitat loss with climate change under water-limited scenarios. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
Montane systems provide important early indicators of plant community responses to 

changing climate (Körner 2003; Grabherr et al. 2010; Rixen & Wipf 2017; Steinbauer et al. 
2018); climate warming is more pronounced at higher elevations (Pepin et al. 2015), and 
exposure to climate change is exacerbated in xeric mountain ranges due to shifts from snow-
dominated to rain-dominated precipitation (McCullough et al. 2016). Alpine species, often cool-
adapted and long-lived, are particularly sensitive to temperature change mediated either directly 
via their physiology and demography or indirectly via competitive exclusion by faster growing 
species that recruit from lower elevations (Cranston et al. 2015; Graae et al. 2017; Rumpf et al. 
2017). Moreover, the physical isolation of mountain ranges creates large geographic barriers to 
species movement at regional scales (Dirnbock, Essle & Rabitsch 2011). However, the 
topographic complexity of mountains creates a variety of potentially suitable microrefugia that 
may allow alpine species to track their climate niche at local scales (Scherrer & Korner 2011; 
Winkler et al. 2016b). Understanding how changing climate drives community shifts across 
these isolated, topographically heterogeneous landscapes can facilitate predictions of the 
potential vulnerability of these socio-ecologically important montane systems (Pecl et al. 2017).  

Observational and experimental studies of montane species reveal distributional and 
community shifts in response to warming conditions (Walther, Beibner & Burga 2005; Walker et 
al. 2006; Gottfried et al. 2012; Morueta-Holme et al. 2015; Suding et al. 2015; Lesica & Crone 
2016). Recent work using resurveys of mountaintops spanning over 100 years has linked 
accelerating increases in alpine plant diversity to accelerating increases in temperature 
(Steinbauer et al. 2018). A warming climate has been specifically shown to drive 
thermophilization – a shift from communities dominated by cool-adapted species to communities 
dominated by warm-adapted species (Gottfried et al. 2012; Savage & Vellend 2015; Vanneste et 
al. 2017). This process is shaped by the loss of or decrease in abundance of cryophilic species, 
and/or a gain or increase in abundance of thermophilic species (Gottfried et al. 2012). The lack 
of microclimatic buffering by over-story canopies is likely to make thermophilization more 
evident in alpine systems (De Frenne et al. 2013; Stevens et al. 2015). Although fine-scale 
microclimatic gradients driven by topography may buffer species loss in response to warmer 
montane conditions (Scherrer & Korner 2011), community shifts are likely to occur as 
competition and facilitation dynamics play out at fine spatial scales (Alexander, Diez & Levine 
2015; Alexander et al. 2017; Kulonen et al. 2018).    

Interactions between temperature and other climate variables (e.g., precipitation) 
influence how plant communities respond to changing climatic conditions (Rapacciuolo et al. 
2014; Harsch & Hille Ris Lambers 2016). Trends in distributional shifts of alpine plants in 
response to recent warming in water-limited Mediterranean mountains differ from shifts in 
temperature-limited boreal-temperate mountains (Pauli et al. 2012). The impact of warming on 
alpine community dynamics can be dependent on soil moisture availability, with the potential for 
positive effects on abundance and productivity under wetter conditions and negative effects 
under drier conditions (Elmendorf et al. 2012; Winkler et al. 2016a). Changes in snow-melt 
timing due to the interactive effects of snow persistence on temperature exposure (i.e. snow 
protection from winter cold) and soil moisture availability also have variable species-specific 
effects on alpine plants (Wipf, Stoeckli & Bebi 2009). Studies of alpine plant responses to 
climate change have predominantly focused on temperature-limited systems (Körner 2003; 
Gottfried et al. 2012). However, mountain ranges in semi-arid regions, such as western North 
America, where temperature and moisture both play strong roles in the determination of the 
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distribution of alpine communities, require more research (Isard 1986; Cavieres et al. 2006; 
Lesica & Crone 2016; Winkler et al. 2016a). 

This study was conducted in the White Mountains (California, USA), a semi-arid 
mountain range which has experienced marked change in water balance with 20th century climate 
change (Rundel et al. 2008; Rapacciuolo et al. 2014). Climatic water deficit (CWD), an 
integrative measure of the relationship between temperature and precipitation availability, has 
increased by approximately 20 mm (hotter, drier conditions) in this region (Flint et al. 2013; 
Rapacciuolo et al. 2014). Historical resurveys indicate that there have already been shifts in the 
alpine communities in this mountain range with a changing climate (Kopp & Cleland 2014). 
Between 1961 - 2010 there was an upward shift of the sub-alpine shrub Artemesia and a decrease 
in the abundance of multiple alpine cushion plants at the subalpine – alpine ecotone attributed to 
a concurrent decrease in mean annual precipitation and an increase in summer minimum 
temperature (Kopp & Cleland 2014). With projected future climate change, many species in the 
White Mountains are predicted to become locally extinct (Van de Ven et al. 2007). I have built 
on this observational research with field experiments manipulating both temperature and 
moisture availability in multiple locations across the alpine zone of this xeric mountain range.  

I surveyed community composition in nine sites that ranged in elevation across the alpine 
zone in the White Mountains. In each site, I experimentally increased summertime temperature 
and precipitation from 2015 to 2017 and quantified shifts in the alpine plant community in 
response to the manipulations. I asked whether thermophilization of the communities occurs in 
response to experimental heating, and if this effect is ameliorated by experimental watering. This 
question was addressed with both a community dissimilarity analysis and community-weighted 
climatic niche analysis. Due to potential community lags shaped by the physical and biological 
characteristics of the alpine zone (rugged topography, long-lived species, limited dispersal) 
(Alexander et al. 2017), I hypothesize that thermophilization will be primarily driven by the 
shifts in species proportional abundances rather than species immigration or local extinction. I 
expect to observe an increase in the abundance of species with higher climatic niche values – 
more hot, dry adapted – relative to aggregate community climate niches.  
 
METHODS 
Study Site & Design 

The White Mountain range is a narrow, steep range that spans the California-Nevada 
border in the Western US. The alpine zone in the White Mountains extends from 3500 – 4344m 
(White Mountain peak) and is unusually xeric and depauperate in plant diversity relative to 
alpine areas worldwide (Körner 2003). The rain shadow of the nearby Sierra Nevada reduces the 
precipitation delivered to the White Mountains, particularly for wintertime snow (Lloyd & 
Mitchell 1973; Rundel et al. 2008). Sitting at an intersection between multiple floristic regions, 
the White Mountain alpine flora originates from the Sierra Nevada, Great Basin/Mojave desert, 
and Rocky Mountain floras (Billings 1978; Morefield 1992) and is predominantly made up of 
long-lived, slow-growing perennials including chamaetophytes, cushion plants, herbaceous 
dicots and graminoids (Table 1) (Spira 1987; Rundel et al. 2008; Kopp & Cleland 2014). Many 
common alpine species of the White Mountains can also be found in the Sierra Nevada alpine, as 
well as in surrounding lower montane and cold desert landscapes (Rundel et al. 2008).   

The plant community was surveyed in nine sites in the alpine zone in the White 
Mountains during the 2015, 2016, and 2017 summer growing seasons. These sites spanned 
elevational, as well as temperature, soil moisture, and snow persistence gradients. The 
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elevational range of the sites was 3494 – 4028 m. Mean accumulated degree-days (sum of daily 
temperature above 0ºC) ranged from 732-1289 ºC/days, mean summertime soil moisture ranged 
from 9 – 33 %, and mean numbers of days with cover ranged from 62 – 171 days (for 
microclimate methods see Chapter 1). Geologic type has a large effect on plant community 
composition in the White Mountains (Van de Ven et al. 2007). Our study targeted a single 
geologic type (granite) in order to focus on the spatial and temporal effects of warming and soil 
moisture, and avoiding additional interactions with soil type. Restricting our sites to this geologic 
type precluded covering the highest elevation plant communities in the White Mountains. This 
study was part of a larger project examining demography of a target species (Chapter 1, Chapter 
2). As a result, the communities are those found in locations where this species occurs, and tend 
to be on somewhat deeper soils and flatter slopes compared to the landscape overall (Pollak 
1997). 

Between August 1 – 15th in each of three years (2015-2017),I quantified presence and 
frequency of all alpine plants in 8–10 30x30 cm plots within each site. Each square plot was 
divided into 49 4x4 cm sub-squares with a 1 cm buffer on all sides of the plot. Frequency of each 
species was counted as the number of cells in which live tissue was present in a plot and served 
as our metric for species abundance. In each plot, I also performed ocular estimate of percent 
cover of live vegetation, rock, scree, bare ground and litter. 

In each of these nine sites, I manipulated climatic conditions with a fully-factorial 
experiment augmenting growing season temperature and precipitation for three summers (2015, 
2016, 2017). Summertime temperature was increased with passive warming chambers placed on 
plots annually within a week after snow melt-out. The chambers were constructed of double-
walled poly-carbonate and were hexagonal with a height of 30.5 cm and a width of 60 cm at the 
widest point. Summer precipitation was manipulated by the evenly spaced addition of 1 liter of 
water applied five times per plot throughout the summer growing season. Impacts of the 
treatments were assessed with iButton Thermochrons (Maxim, San Jose USA) in each plot and 
manual measurements of soil moisture with a Hydrosense TDR (Campbell Scientific, Logan 
USA) conducted at intervals of 2 days after application of additional water (Chapter 2). The 
chambers significantly increased the daily minimum temperatures by 0.8°C and the accumulated 
degree-days by 53°C/days (5% increase of the mean accumulated degree-days under ambient 
conditions) (Chapter 2). The heating treatment did not have a measurable drying effect and there 
was no measurable effect of the watering treatment on the soil moisture (Chapter 2).  

  
Community Composition Analyses 
 I performed a non-metric dimensional scaling ordination of the community composition 
data in order to visualize how changes in the presence and abundance of individual species 
influenced the overall community turnover across our study sites (Anderson et al. 2011). Using a 
permutational multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), I quantified the influence of 
elevation as well as the microclimatic gradients (soil moisture, temperature, and snowpack) on 
the variation in community composition (Anderson et al. 2011). I also used a MANOVA to 
quantify the effects of the experimental manipulations and their interactions on the community 
variation within each site for each separate year. All multivariate analyses used Bray-Curtis 
community dissimilarity based on species abundance and were performed with the VEGAN 
package in R (Dixon 2003). Significance of model parameters was determined with 10,000 
permutations. I also examined changes in species richness and vegetation percent cover in 
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response to the climate manipulations with separate linear mixed effects models including fixed 
effects of heating, watering, as well as their interaction, and random effects of site and year.  
 
Climatic Niche Analysis 

I quantified thermophilization as a shift in a community-weighted climatic niche (CCN) 
for each site. A CCN is an abundance-weighted metric of a community (similar to weighted trait 
mean values) derived from the component species’ niches, and can be based on any climate 
variable or indicator variable of interest (Gottfried et al. 2012; De Frenne et al. 2013). The 
weighting gives abundant species a larger effect on the community's CCN. I based our CCN on 
climatic water deficit (CWD), an important climatic determinant of vegetation distributions that 
takes into account the influence of both temperature and soil moisture, as well as their combined 
seasonality (Stephenson et al. 1990). CWD is an integrative measure of when energy availability 
(temperature) exceeds water supply (precipitation), with higher values indicating hotter, drier 
conditions, and lower values indicating cooler, wetter conditions (Stephenson et al. 1990; Flint et 
al. 2013).  

The niches of the component species were calculated based on their current regional 
distributions across California (Lee-Yaw et al. 2016). Specimen localities of all species present 
in our study were compiled from a recently published extract from the Consortium of California 
Herbaria specimen database filtered for taxonomic and geographic accuracy (Baldwin et al. 
2017). Using a 270m raster of average CWD (1981 - 2010) for California, I extracted CWD 
values for each specimen locality (Flint et al. 2013). The species-specific climatic niche was 
calculated as the average of the extracted CWD value across all localities for each species. The 
mean, 25th, and 75th percentile CCN for each plot in each site was calculated using these species-
specific climate niches and weighted by the frequency of each species in each plot.  

I first examined how the mean CCN across our study sites related to the elevational and 
microclimatic gradients with linear mixed effects models using only data from non-manipulated 
(ambient) plots. For the elevation gradient, the ambient CCN of each plot was regressed against 
the elevation (linear and quadratic) with random effects of year and plot. For the microclimatic 
gradients, the ambient CNN was regressed against the site-specific summertime accumulated 
degree-days, summertime soil moisture, and days of persistent snow-pack averaged across years 
(random effects of year and plot). To assess thermophilization with the experimental warming 
and watering, Icompared the mean, 25th and 75th percentiles of the CCN in experimental plots 
relative to ambient plots. Shifts in the mean CCN represent mean changes in the community 
climatic niche and shifts in the upper and lower percentiles represent changes in presence or 
abundance of the hottest and coolest adapted species respectively (De Frenne et al. 2013). I built 
linear mixed-effects models with CCN (mean and percentiles) as the response variable with fixed 
additive and multiplicative effects of the experimental manipulations and random effects of site, 
plot, and year.  

Finally, I examined whether the proportional abundance of each species was dependent 
on the species (i) having a lower or higher climatic niche relative to the aggregated ambient CCN 
for each site (j) (∆niche (i,j) = specific-species climatic nichei – CCNj).  Negative ∆niche values 
indicate that a species has a low climatic niche (more cool, wet adapted) relative to dominant 
species in that site, and positive ∆niche values indicate that a species has a high climatic niche 
(more hot, dry adapted) relative to dominant species in that site.  To test if the experimental 
manipulations interacted with ∆niche to shape species’ proportional abundance I built a linear 
mixed-effects model with species-specific abundance as a response variable, fixed effects of 
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∆niche, heating, watering, and their three-way interaction, and random effects of site, plot, year, 
and species. Significance of each parameter from all models was estimated using Type II Wald 
c2 tests and the differences between treatment groups was determined by contrast tests with 
Tukey adjustments to account for multiple comparisons. All mixed-effects modeling was 
performed in R 3.4.3 with the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2013; R Core Team 2017). 
 
RESULTS 
Community Composition Analyses 

Our analysis revealed that variation in community structure as measured by Bray-Curtis 
dissimilarity was significantly explained by elevation and additionally by each of the 
microclimatic gradients. The first axis of community variation was explained by changes in both 
elevation and soil moisture with species associated with wetter conditions more likely found at 
lower elevations (Figure 1). The second axis of community variation was explained by changes 
in accumulated degree-days and snow-pack persistence (Figure 1). Just under 50% of the 
community variation is explained by this combination of geographic and microclimatic gradients 
(Table 2). Elevation explains the largest amount of the community variation (22%), followed by 
accumulated degree-days (14%), soil moisture (6%), and days of snow-pack (5%) (Table 2).  

Despite this evident sensitivity of the community variation to the microclimate gradients 
there was limited response of the community composition to the experimental manipulations. In 
2017, the interaction between heating and watering significantly explained 0.1% of the 
community variation (p = 0.029 based on 10,000 permutations). However, no effect was 
apparent in any of the prior years of the experiment. Across all years both heating and watering 
decreased richness (bheat = -0.467, p = 0.013; bwater = -0.523, p = 0.006; bheat*water = -0.162, p = 
0.710) (Figure 4D). Ambient conditions had a mean of 9 species per plot and heating and 
watering reduced richness by approximately 1 species (µambient = 8.986, µheat = 8.518, µwater = 
8.463,  µheat*water = 7.833, df = 244, pambient-heat*water = 0.001) (Figure 4A). Mean vegetation cover 
was 54% across all sites and significantly increased to 57% with experimental heating (bheat = 
2.681, p = 0.0268). The percent cover of vegetation was not impacted by experimental watering 
(c2

water = 0.016, df = 1, p = 0.898; c2
heat*water = 0.940, df = 1, p = 0.332).    

 
Climatic Niche Analysis 

Climatic niche values for the species found across these sites ranged widely (CWD = 176 
mm – 710 mm) and species with distributions associated with both high CWD (hot, dry adapted) 
and low CWD (cool, wet adapted) conditions were abundant (Table 1; Figure 2). The mean CCN 
across all sites ranged from 196 – 498 mm, the CCN 25th percentile ranged from 167 – 308 mm, 
and the CCN 75th percentile ranged from 216 – 764 mm. CCN increased with accumulated 
degree-days (Figure 3B; bDegree-days = 0.246, p = 0.001) and decreased with available soil moisture 
(Figure 3C; bSoil-moisture = -4.624, p = 0.003). In contrast, the mean CCN did not vary predictably 
across the snow persistence gradient (Figure 3D; bSnow-days = 0.474, p = 0.174). Across the 
geographic gradient (elevation), the mean ambient CCN was highest at mid elevations (Figure 
3A; bElevation = 7.571, p = 0.001; bElevation

2 = -0.001, p = 0.001).  
The CCN 75th percentile increased with experimental heating (bheat = 39.978, p = 0.013) 

(Figure 4B). When averaged across the watering treatment, there was a significant difference 
between the ambient and heated plots across all sites (pambient-heat = 0.014); under ambient 
conditions the mean 75th percentile CCN was 366 and under heated conditions the mean 75th 
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percentile was 413mm (an increase of 12.8%). This increase in the upper percentile of the CCN 
indicates that heating drove an increase in the presence and/or abundance of the species adapted 
to the hottest, driest conditions –– evidence of thermophilization. This effect was not mediated 
by the watering treatment (c2

water = 0.246, df = 1, p = 0.620; c2
heat*water = 0.164, df = 1, p = 0.645). 

Also, despite a general trend of the mean CCN increasing with heating and an amelioration of 
this effect with watering (Figure 4C), the experimental manipulations had no significant effect on 
the mean CCN (c2

heat = 0.930, df = 1, p = 0.335; c2
water = 0.0001, df = 1, p = 0.995; c2

heat*water = 
0.086, df = 1, p = 0.769) or the 25th percentile CCN (c2

heat = 0.866, df = 1, p = 0.352; c2
water = 

0.310, df = 1, p = 0.578; c2
heat*water = 0.985, df = 1, p = 0.321) (Figure 4D). 

Experimental heating drove an increase in the proportional abundance for species that 
were hot, dry adapted relative to their surrounding community (+∆niche) and a decrease in 
proportional abundance for species that were cool, wet adapted relative to their surrounding 
community (-∆niche) (Figure 5; bheat*∆niche = 4.426e-05, p = 0.040). There were no additional 
significant additive or interaction effects of ∆niche, heating, or watering on proportional 
abundance (c2∆niche = 1.237, df = 1, p = 0.266; c2

heat = 0.170, df = 1, p = 0.680; c2
water = 1.970, df 

= 1, p = 0.160; c2
heat*water = 0.025, df = 1, p = 0.873; c2

water*∆niche = 1.349, df = 1, p = 0.245; 
c2

heat*water*∆niche = 0.627, df = 1, p = 0.428).  
  

DISCUSSION 
 I examined effects of experimental warming and watering on plant communities in a 
xeric high-elevation alpine zone. Under warmer climatic conditions, thermophilization of this 
community was supported by two lines of evidence: 1) an increase in the 75th percentile CCN 
indicating an increase of hot, dry adapted species within each site and 2) a positive interaction 
between experimental heating and ∆niche representing species with higher climatic niche values 
relative to their community increasing in proportional abundance. Additionally, a small amount 
of the overall community variation was explained by the combination of heating and watering in 
the final year of the experiment.  However, despite both community composition and CCNs 
varying across both temperature and soil moisture gradients, experimental watering did not 
ameliorate the effect of heating in the climate niche analysis. Concordant with evidence of 
thermophilization, I also found that overall abundance increased and species richness decreased 
with experimental heating. Together, these results indicate that with warmer conditions the 
White Mountain’s alpine zone will be made up of less diverse plant communities dominated by 
species associated with hotter, drier conditions.  

Consistent with most high-elevation montane systems, most species in this alpine 
community were regionally associated with cool, wet conditions (Körner 2003). Although our 
sites span a limited elevation gradient, I still saw a large variation in both the climatic niche 
means of the species present and in the aggregated ambient CCNs. This variation was due to the 
microclimatic gradients; CCN increased with accumulated degree-days and decreased with soil 
moisture. These significant relationships indicate that our CCN metric based on species regional 
distributions is representative of species local distributions across fine-scale climatic gradients 
(Scherrer & Korner 2011). In conjunction with the significant community variation explained by 
the temperature, soil moisture, and snow-pack gradients, this supports the use of a CCN metric 
that encompasses both temperature and moisture availability and strengths our conclusions 
concerning positive shifts in the CCN with the experimental heating. Cooler, drier conditions at 
higher elevations, and wetter, warmer conditions at low elevations resulted in the highest CCN 
values occurring at mid elevations. Therefore, with thermophilization we may predict a 
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contraction in both the upper and lower ecotone of the alpine communities due to differing 
climate limitations (temperature versus soil moisture) (Tingley et al. 2012; Suding et al. 2015), 
as opposed to shifts to higher elevation as observed in many other alpine systems (Rixen & Wipf 
2017; Rumpf et al. 2017).    

In this temperature and soil moisture limited alpine system, I show that minimally 
warmer conditions may drive a community shift towards relatively hotter, drier adapted species 
within a short timeframe (3 years). This work is in agreement with others that found an increase 
in hot-adapted species, but a lesser subsequent decrease in cool-adapted species (Gottfried et al. 
2012; Alexander et al. 2017; Kulonen et al. 2018). I observed no response to the experimental 
heating in the mean CCN or for the coolest, wettest adapted species (25th percentile CCN). This 
result may testify to the resistance of alpine plant communities where community inertia resists 
changing climate conditions and leads to disequilibrium dynamics where species can be 
distributed in areas with unsuitable climate (Körner 2003; Svenning & Sandel 2013). This lack 
of response of cool-adapted plant species has been termed extinction debt and is hypothesized to 
be driven by lags in both population and community dynamics (Dullinger et al. 2012; Hylander 
& Ehrlén 2013). Loss of cool adapted alpine endemics through species interactions rather than 
by direct effects is predicted to be a slower process due to lags in dispersal, establishment, and 
local extinction of alpine species (Alexander et al. 2017; Rixen & Wipf 2017). 

However, flora in an arid alpine system may be especially vulnerable to climate change 
(Engler et al. 2011). In contrast to Rumpf et al. (2017) and Steinbauer et al. (2018) who found an 
increase in richness and overall vegetation cover with a warmer climate, I found that richness 
decreased with experimental heating. This pattern of decreased richness with warming conditions 
in more water-limited systems was also found in Mediterranean mountains and on the driest 
aspect of single mountaintops (Pauli et al. 2012; Winkler et al. 2016b). However, I did find an 
increase overall vegetation cover with warming (infilling). Warming conditions may have 
allowed for more growth of the dominant species initially by reducing temperature limitation 
(Gilman et al. 2010), despite the possibility of system’s productivity being also limited by soil 
moisture conditions (Winkler et al. 2016a). The increase in overall abundance may be driven by 
an encroachment of competitors that will eventually drive loss of cool, wet adapted species 
(Graae et al. 2011; Lembrechts et al. 2017; Steinbauer et al. 2018). 

Alpine plants are long-lived, have extensive carbohydrate storage, and are adapted to 
dramatic fluctuation in environmental conditions (Körner 2003; Graae et al. 2017). Consequently 
these alpine species may be less likely to be locally extirpated by the direct effect of changing 
climate on their physiology and demography, but more likely to be displaced by competition 
with faster-growing species associated with hotter climatic conditions (Alexander et al. 2015; 
Kopp & Cleland 2015; Rumpf et al. 2017). Although high climate heterogeneity in alpine zones 
may allow species to more easily track their suitable climatic conditions, these fine-scale climate 
gradients may also reduce the amount suitable habitat for each species, as well as facilitate uphill 
movement of potential dominant competitors, increasing competitive pressures (Scherrer & 
Korner 2011; Graae et al. 2017; Kulonen et al. 2018). On the other hand, the influence of 
positive interactions are thought to have a large effect in sparse, xeric habitats like our study 
system (Michalet et al. 2014; Alexander et al. 2017). Increases in abundance may increase the 
possibility for facilitative interactions between or within species, reducing additional species loss 
(Callaway et al. 2002; Cavieres et al. 2014). 

Although previous work found that alpine community responses to warming conditions is 
mediated by water availability (Engler et al. 2011; Elmendorf et al. 2012; Winkler et al. 2016a), 
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I observed minimal influences of the watering treatment, both additively and in interaction with 
the experimental heating. This lack of a response may be due to the addition of water being too 
limited to influence community dynamics. Although the aim was to increase the amount of 
historical summertime precipitation by 55%, this amount may not have been relevant within the 
duration of this experiment. In addition, although I manipulated summertime precipitation I did 
not modify wintertime precipitation (e.g., snow), an important driver of community composition 
in many alpine systems (Stanton et al. 1994; Körner 2003; Jonas et al. 2008; Mark et al. 2015). 
Despite large variability in snowpack spatially and temporally (Chapter 1), it remained a 
consistent predictor of community composition, albeit not CCN, across our study sites. The 
patterning of snowpack across the landscape has a strong influence on soil moisture availability 
throughout the growing season (Isard 1986; Jonas et al. 2008; Litaor, Williams & Seastedt 
2008). Our lack of a quantifiable change in soil moisture with the watering treatment or heating 
treatment (due to soil drying) indicates that snowpack persistence and timing of melt-out had a 
larger effect on the soil moisture gradient and the plant community composition than our 
manipulations (Wipf et al. 2009). Lastly, the low water holding capacity of granitic soils and the 
reduced amount of organic soil in alpine systems may also have reduced residence time of any 
experimental precipitation inputs, limiting their impact on community dynamics (Wenk & 
Dawson 2007; Kulonen et al. 2018).    

 
Conclusions 
 Understanding how species and communities shift locally and regionally poses a great 
challenge as we manage for resilience in the face of a changing climate (Pecl et al., 2017). This 
study helps inform how alpine plant communities are responding to climate change at local 
scales in a xeric mountain range. As predicted, I observed thermophilization of the alpine plant 
communities in the White Mountains with experimental warming adding to the short list of 
examples of thermophilization in xeric mountain ranges (Pauli et al. 2012). These community-
weighted climatic niche responses to only three years of heating of less than 1ºC, paired with an 
overall reduction in richness and increase in vegetation cover indicate that the alpine plant 
community in more xeric alpine systems may be highly sensitive to changing climatic 
conditions. This is in line with other work that predicted larger montane habitat loss with climate 
change under water-limited scenarios (Engler et al. 2011; Rixen & Wipf 2017). Future work will 
investigate responses of traits besides the community-weighted climate niche, such as those 
signifying competitive, facilitative, or dispersal abilities, to better understand how species 
interactions with novel climate will further illuminate how we expect alpine vegetation to 
respond to a changing climate (Alexander et al. 2017).               
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TABLES & FIGURES 
Table 1. Study species with associated codes used in Figure 1, number of sites that the species 
were present in, mean frequency within a plot for sites in which the species were present, and 
species-specific climatic niche means (CNM) based on the species regional distribution.  

Species Code Number of 
Sites Present 

Mean 
Frequency 

CNM 
(mm) 

Antennaria media A.med 9 25 257 
Ivesia lycopodioides I.lyc 9 25 256 

Lewisia pygmaea Lepy 9 17  269 
Carex duriuscula C.dur 8  24 176 

Pyrrocoma apargioides Pyro 8  5 319 
Rumex paucifolius R.pau 8  3 353 

Koelaria macrantha K.mac 7 11  710 
Festuca brachyphylla F.brach 6 6  263 
Trifolium andersonii T.and 6 22  588 

Carex vernacula C.ven 5 8  264 
Phlox condensata P.con 5  6 314 

Poa glauca subsp. rupicola P.gla 5 14  226 
Androsace septentrionalis A.sep 4 5  222 

Castilleja nana C.nan 4 2  282 
Erigeron pygmaeus E.pyg 4 2  268 
Mimulus suksdorfii M.suk 4 9  424 

Penstemon heterodoxus P.het 4  12 322 
Selaginella watsonii S.wat 4  9 390 

Eriogonum ovalifolium E.oval 3  6 405 
Gentiana newberryi G.new 3 23  340 

Mimulus primuloides M.prim 3 25  402 
Muhlenbergia richardsonis M.ric 3 1  477 

Pedicularis attollens P.att 3  12 355 
Trisetum spicatum T.spic 3  14 309 

Lupinus lepidus L.lep 2 9  431 
Eremogone kingii var. glabrescens A.kin 2 3  344 

Boechera lemmonii B.lem 1 6  234 
Carex breweri C.bre 1 7 220 

Comastoma tenellum C.ten 1 7  311 
Elymus elymoides var. californicus E.ely 1  2 388 

Erigeron clokeyi E.clok 1 1  420 
Sagina saginoides S.sag 1 1 488 

Solidago multiradiata S.mul 1 5  326 
Townsendia condensata T.con 1 1 202 

Draba sp. Draba sp. 7 4 - 
Poa sp. Poa sp. 4 4 - 

Potentilla sp. Potentilla sp. 3 1 - 
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Table 2. MANOVA output from the multivariate model estimating the effect of the geographic 
and microclimatic gradients on the community Bray-Curtis dissimilarity. Significance of the 
variation explained by each parameter determined by permutation analysis (10,000 
permutations). 

 Degrees of Freedom Sums of 
Squares 

Mean 
Squares 

F 
Model R2 Probability 

(>F) 
Elevation 1 3.748 3.748 32.494 0.215 0.001 

Degree-days 1 2.504 2.504 21.708 0.144 0.001 

Days of Snow 1 0.835 0.835 7.240 0.048 0.001 

Soil Moisture 1 0.967 0.967 8.383 0.056 0.001 

Residuals 81 9.342 0.115  0.537  

Total 85 17.396   1  
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Figure 1. Non-metric dimensional scaling ordination of the communities across all sites. Arrows 
represent axis (direction) and magnitude (length) of variation explained by elevation (black, m), 
accumulated degree-days (red, ºC), snow-cover (grey, days) and soil moisture (blue, %) within 
the bi-dimensional space. Species codes from Table 1. Variation explained in multivariate space 
by each component in Table 2. 
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Figure 2. Map of CWD (mm) for California with points representing the locality data for all 
study species used to calculate the species climatic niche means. In subset, the relationship 
between the proportional frequency averaged across all sites for each species and the species 
climatic niche mean.  
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Figure 3. Mean ambient community-weighted climatic niche (CCN) across the A) elevational 
and climatic gradients (B-D). Lines represent significant model fits.   
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Figure 4. A) Mean CCN responses to the climate manipulations shows a non-significant trend of 
higher mean CCN with heating, and a lessening of this effect when heating is in combination 
with experimental watering. There are no significant differences between any of the treatment 
groups. B) The CCN 75th percentile significantly increased with the experimental heating. C) 
The CCN 25th percentile had no significant response to the treatments. D) Species richness 
deceased with experimental heating and watering. Letters indicate significantly different groups.  
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Figure 5. The proportional abundance of species relative to the difference between the species 
climatic niche mean and the aggregated ambient site CCN mean (∆niche). Each point represents a 
species by site combination. The lines represent model fits for each treatment group (ambient 
(black), heating (red), watering (blue), heating and watering (purple)).
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